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Abstract
Topology optimization is the process of exploring the optimal layout of material
within a design domain. It is a free-form technique as material can be added or re-
moved from any location, making it more general than sizing and shape optimization.
Although the first topology optimization paper was written in late 1980s, it has ex-
perienced extremely rapid expansion over the last decade. It has been applied to find
optimal solutions for various engineering problems governed by diverse mechanics.
However, only a relatively limited number of works have focused on problems gov-
erned by eigenvalues, and most of them have assumed deterministic eigenvalues and
symmetric matrices. Therefore, this dissertation proposes topology optimization al-
gorithms for general eigenvalue problems with and without considering uncertainties
and applies them to the design of materials and structures.
The topology optimization formulation for eigenvalue problems is firstly presented
and the numerical challenges are subsequently discussed. Next, the sensitivity of
complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors are derived using perturbation method. Then
the proposed algorithm combined with a fast mixed variational eigenvalue solver and
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distributed Graphic Processing Unit computations developed by collaborators is used
to reveal 3-D phononic structures which exhibit the largest normalized all-angle all-
mode band gaps reported to date.
Uncertainties are considered in this dissertation for mitigating dynamic response
under stochastic dynamic excitations. Stochastic equations are formulated in the
standard manner by using second order differential equations and state space in which
they are described by first order differential equations. Later they are solved both
in frequency domain and using state space analysis. It has been found that using
state space formulation and further solving in frequency domain requires the least
computational effort. In addition, the by-product of this formulation is that it is
capable of incorporating non-classical damping. Numerical results are presented to
illustrate the comparisons between topologies optimized for stochastic ground motion
loading and topologies optimized under free vibration.
Lastly, this dissertation addresses the design of reinforced concrete structure by de-
veloping a stress-dependent truss-continuum topology optimization algorithm. Stiff-
ness is formulated such that truss elements carry only tensile forces and thus represent
straight steel rebar, while the continuum elements carry only compression forces and
thus represent concrete compression load paths. Constructability of reinforcement is
also discussed by replacing the volume constraint with a total cost constraint.
Advisor: Dr. James K. Guest
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Structural design is crucial to almost every engineering problem. Typically, it
starts with an initial guess based on engineer’s past experience, and then it is modified
for either minimizing cost or satisfying design criteria which inevitably requires time
consuming trial and errors process. Structural optimization is a field of study to
systematically perform the design process with the aid of computers, and it represents
modern design methodology. More importantly, more often than not designs using
structural optimization methods are found much superior to that from the trial and
errors process. Based on aiming to address different optimization tasks encountered in
practice, structural optimization can further be classified into three main categories.
The simplest one is the sizing optimization in which member connectivity is fixed
and the design variables are usually geometrical parameters such as, length, width,
1
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height of the part being optimized. This optimization form is very popular in design
problems where the configuration has to be fixed due to the consideration of practical
constraints. For example, in the design of building structures, space of beams and
columns have to fall into some ranges specified by architects. However, by meeting
these practical constraints, the results more or less have to sacrifice performance.
The second category of structural optimization is shape optimization. Although it
allows the change of topology, topological properties have to be fixed, such as having
a fixed number of holes through the design process. Designing aircraft wings or open-
channel flows is among its applications in engineering problems. It is also very useful
for discrete optimization in which it may require less number of design variables. In
general, it is a subset of the third category, topology optimization.
Topology optimization is the process of exploring the optimal layout of material
within a design domain. It is the most free-form technique compared to sizing and
shape optimization which can only obtain a solution having the same topology as that
of the initial design. This advantage makes topology optimization the most valuable
as preprocessing tools since generally the most decisive factor for the efficiency of a
novel product is the appropriate topology at the conceptual design stage. Topology
optimization a relatively new field of study and the first paper is found in late 1980s.
But since then, it has been rapidly expanding. In the early stages, minimum compli-
ance design for structures was the state-of-the-art and the corresponding theoretical
bases and efficient computational procedures were extensively studied. Later on,
2
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more and more topology optimization works have been published to address various
engineering design problems considering different mechanics.
In particular, eigenvalue topology optimization algorithms were developed a cou-
ple of years after the first topology optimization paper. An increasing number of
related works have been found in the literature to consider different engineering ap-
plications and tackle corresponding numerical problems. In Chapter 2, we will first
summarize and present the general eigenvalue topology framework. Subsequently,
numerical problems, such as spurious modes, are discussed. Next the sensitivities of
real eigenvalues and eigenvectors are reviewed here for the sake of deriving sensitivi-
ties for complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Complex eigenvalue problems appear
when unsymmetric matrices are considered. For instance, the use of non-classical
damping will make the damping matrix cannot be diagonalized by using real eigen-
value decomposition. In this chapter, we derived the sensitivity of complex eigenvalue
and eigenvectors using a similar perturbation method used for real problems. Later
in this chapter, the proposed complex eigenvalue topology optimization algorithm is
applied to reveal 3-D phononic structures which exhibit the largest normalized all-
angle all-mode gaps ever reported. The tough computational task is addressed by our
collaborator at Illinois Institute of Technology by a combination of a fast mixed vari-
ational eigenvalue solver and distributed Graphic Processing Unit computations. At
the end of this chapter, we will incorporate uncertainty analysis into the optimization
formulation. Although topology optimization is the most general form of structural
3
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optimization, solutions obtained by performing the optimization in a deterministic
setting may be impractical or suboptimal when considering real-world engineering
conditions with inherent variabilities including (for example) variabilities in fabrica-
tion processes and construction conditions. Such variabilites lead to uncertainties
in structural geometry and/or material properties, which can result in potentially
significant uncertainties in structural stiffness and mass when dynamic behavior is
concerned. The proposed algorithm is very general and it is capable of handling all
sources of uncertainties results in the stiffness and mass matrices.
Besides uncertainties in the material and geometry, we will explore more chal-
lenging case where the applied load is random in chapter 3. Considering random
dynamic loads is of great importance when the information of that is incomplete. In
other words, the applied dynamic loads cannot be simply expressed by a deterministic
function of time. Various stochastic methods have been studied in this dissertation.
Sensitivity analyses are performed for each method. It has been found that con-
sidering stochastic load will produce completely different topologies compared to a
deterministic eigenvalue optimization.
In the appendix, topology optimization algorithm is developed for design of rein-
forced concrete structures. In the design of reinforced concrete structure, strut-and-
tie models (STMs) are widely used by RC designers. However, selection of a viable
model is a challenging task, especially in complex three-dimensional (3D) design do-
mains with irregular cutouts, which are common in building cores and shear walls.
4
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Therefore, topology optimization has been promoted as a means of automating the
development of minimum strain energy STMs, which can lead to improved structural
behavior. In the proposed algorithm, Stiffness is formulated such that truss elements
carry only tensile forces and thus represent straight steel rebar, while the continuum
elements carry only compressive forces and thus represent concrete compression load
paths. The latter is achieved using a stress-dependent orthotropic material model. It






Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are used widely in science and engineering. In civil
engineering, structures from buildings to bridges have a natural frequency and vibra-
tion mode. The natural frequency is determined from an eigenvalue analysis and the
vibration mode is obtained from the corresponding eigenvector. In mechanical engi-
neering, many machines use rotational motion, such as washer and drier, centrifuges,
wheels, propellers. It makes the calculation of moment of inertia very important.
Since the principal axes of a rigid body can be defined by the eigenvectors of the
6
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moment of inertia. It is very helpful to calculate the moment of inertia using eigen-
values. In chemistry, the time-independent Schroedinger equation is represented by
an eigenvalue problem, and the eigenvalues are called Energy Levels. Thus it is seen
that the use of topology optimization techniques for eigenvalue value problems is of
great importance to engineering problems.
In a standard eigenvalue problem, for an n × n symmetric matrix A, scalars λ
and vectors xn×1 ̸= 0 satisfying Ax = λx are called eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
A, respectively, and any such pair, (λ,x), is called an eigenpair for A. The set of
distinct eigenvalues, denoted by σ(A), is called the spectrum of A. In a generalized
eigenvalue problem, for two n × n symmetric matrices A and B, scalars λ and vec-
tors xn×1 ̸= 0 satisfying Ax = λBx are called eigenvalues and eigenvectors. If B
is nonsingular, then the generalized problem is equivalent to B−1Ax = λx and all
theory and properties of standard problem apply to B−1A. In this chapter, topol-
ogy optimization method is applied to optimize the above eigenvalue problems. The
optimization framework is presented firstly. The objective is to optimize a specific
eigenvalue or the gap between two consecutive eigenvalues. A simple volume con-
straint is considered to illustrate the general ideas, but it shall be emphasized that
more complicated constraints e.g. stresses and/or deflections constraints should be
implemented for specific applications. Regarding the eigen equation, the sensitivity
of eigenvalue and eigenvector are summarized and discussed. The eigenvalue problem
and sensitivity analysis are getting more complicated when the symmetry of either
7
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A or B is not satisfied. For complex eigenvalue problem, we have two equations
Ax = λx and y∗A = λy∗, the superscript * represents conjugate transpose. The
complex sensitivity is derived in this chapter.
The fundamental problems associated with the general formulation is discussed
next. Since the most commonly scenario is to maximize the fundamental frequency,
spurious modes occurred at low density regions may appear due to the use of SIMP
method, and the solutions are summarized and discussed in detail. The most chal-
lenging numerical problem appears when multiple eigenvalues are detected. General
speaking, multiple eigenvalue is not differentiable and only directional derivative can
be used. However, it will be shown that the eigen derivative remains valid for some
special cases.
Subsequently, the topology optimization algorithms are used for free vibration and
phononic band gap structures. In free vibration, we will maximize the fundamental
frequency and discuss the corresponding fundamental numerical problems. Later, we
will also present collaborated work about using eigenvalue topology optimization for
the design of band gap material. At the end of this chapter, we will explore more
interesting scenario where the matrices A amd B are non-deterministic. In order to
form the uncertain topology optimization framework, perturbation method is adopted
and the detail of sensitivity analysis is provided.
8
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2.2 Topology Optimization Formulation
Generally speaking, the optimization goal is to tune a specific eigenvalue or the
gap between two consecutive eigenvalues such that some performance targets are
optimized. Typically, a material or a cost constraint is considered simultaneously in
the optimization process.
The most common objective is to maximize the lowest eigenvalue since the num-
ber of eigenvalues is equal to the number of degree of freedoms and higher order
eigenvalues can theoretically take arbitrarily large values, thus maximizing the small-
est eigenvalue is more meaningful. There are many other considerations for specific
practical problems, for example, in some cases all eigenvalues shall be away from
a specified value as much as possible. In those cases, it is equivalently to say the
goal is to maximize the lowest eigenvalue when it can do have values higher than the
specified value.
The topology optimization formulation for maximizing the lowest eigenvalue is
9







s.t. (A− λjB)xj = 0, j = 1, ..., J,




0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ Ω (2.1)
In the above formulation, A and B are assumed symmetric matrices. The first J
eigenvalues are used and there is no need to compute all eigenvalues for this prob-
lem. It is also assumed that the eigenvectors areB orthonormalized, where δjk is
Kronecker’s delta. The symbol Ne denotes the total number of design variables.
Lower and upper limits are also defined for each design variable ρe. Vmax is the given
available volume of solid material. However, due to its a max-min formulation, the
formulation is generally discontinuous. To improve it, a scalar variable β which plays
both the role of an objective function to be maximized and at the same time a variable
lower bound for the lowest eigenfrequency, can be introduced and it can be stated as
10
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s.t. (A− λjB)xj = 0, j = 1, ..., J,
xTj Bxk = δjk, j, k = 1, ..., J,




0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ Ω (2.2)
In addition, in some scenarios the gap between two consecutive eigenfrequencies need
to maximized. In this case, for example, we want to maximize the gap between two





s.t. (A− λjB)xj = 0, j = 1, ..., J,
xTj Bxk = δjk, j, k = 1, ..., J,
β2 − λj ≤ 0, j = n, n+ 1, ..., J,




0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ Ω (2.3)
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One of the assumptions in the above optimization formulations is A and B are
symmetric matrices. If non-symmetric matrices are considered, the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are complex in general. Although the maximization of complex eigen-
value does not have straightforward meanings, complex eigenvalue may appear in the
structural analysis and thus the sensitivity information is required, and we will derive
them in the next section.
2.3 Sensitivity of Real and Complex Eigenvalues
and Eigenvectors
2.3.1 Sensitivity of Real Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
In this section the sensitivity analysis of real eigenvalues and eigenvectors is pre-
sented. These results are well known and three different approaches, adjoint, direct
differentiation and perturbation methods are discussed in this section. In the litera-
ture, Adelman and Haftka (1986) surveyed methods of calculation of the sensitivities
for systems with distinct eigenvalues. Fox and Kapoor (1968) expressed the eigenvec-
tor derivative as a series in the system eigenvectors.










where γ is the adjoint variable. Using the chain rule and choosing γ = xn, the
12
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Multiplying xTn on both sides of the above equation, the same results can be obtained.
The first step in the perturbation method is to describe the perturbation by a set
of random variables ε. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that this random
vector is composed of a (mean) deterministic vector ε0 and a zero mean random
fluctuation vector ∆ε as follows:
ε = ε0 +∆ε (2.7)
For the original eigen equation, we have
(A0 − λ0nB0)x0n = 0, for n = 1, ..., N, (2.8)
where A0 and B0 are the original N × N symmetric matrices, scalar λ0n and vector
x0n are the n-th unperturbed eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively.
For the perturbed eigen equation, we have
(A(ε)− λn(ε)B(ε))xn(ε) = 0, for n = 1, ..., N, (2.9)
13
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Next, the perturbed parameters are approximated by using their Taylor series
expansions. It is customary to choose the point about which these Taylor series are
to be written to be the mean value of the random vector, ε. Proceeding with this
choice, the series expansions for A(ε), B(ε), λn(ε) and xn(ε) to the second order
would read:




















































with A0 = A(ε0), B0 = B(ε0), λ0n = λn(ε
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Plugging Eqs. (2.10)–(2.13) into Eq. (2.9) and collecting terms of the same order one
obtains a sequence of linear systems for the coefficients of different order in Eq. (2.9).
The linear system for coefficients of zero-order is shown in Eq. (2.8), and that for the














jxin − λ0nBixjn − λ0nBjxin − λinB0xjn
− λjnB0xin +
(
Aij − λ0nBij − λinBj − λjnBi − λijnB0
)
x0n = 0 (2.19)
It is noted here that to solve the set of above equations one has to proceed sequentially
as for example the solution to the zeroth-order problem has to be known prior to
solving the first-order problem.
The sensitivity of of the n-th eigenvector is assumed to be equal to a linear com-


























TB0x0n = 1, (xn(ε))
TB(ε)xn(ε) = 1 (2.21)
Plugging Eq. (2.20) into Eq. (2.18) and using the normalization conditions in
































If the same procedure is proceeded, we can further compute the second derivative
of eigenvalue and eigenvector. That is we express xijn as a linear combination of all
unperturbed eigenvectors. By substituting that to 2.19, it can be shown that the







TAjxin − λ0n(x0n)TBixjn − λ0n(x0n)TBjxin − λin(x0n)TBxjn
− λjn(x0n)TBxin + (x0n)T
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− λ0n(x0s)TBjxin − λin(x0s)TB0xjn − λjn(x0s)TB0xin + (x0s)T
(
Aij − λ0nBij





2.3.2 Sensitivity of Complex Eigenvalues and Eigenvector
In this section, the perturbation method used in section 2.3.1 is extended to de-
rive the complex eigenvalue and eigenvector sensitivities. In the standard eigenvalue
problem, when A is non-symmetric, the matrix multiplication (eigen decomposition)
xTAx is not diagonal. Thus the sensitivity given previous is not valid. The unper-
turbed eigenvalue problem is repeated here and it includes a right and left eigenvalue
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∗, for n = 1, ..., N, (2.27)
where superscript * represents conjugate transpose, the relation of right and left
eigenvectors and the normalization conditions are,
(y0j)
∗x0i = δij (2.28)
(x0i )
∗x0i = 1 (2.29)
Next, the perturbed parameters are approximated by using their Taylor series expan-
sions as before. The linear systems for the coefficients of zero order is expressed in
Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27) and first order is shown below,
A0xin − λ0nIxin +Aix0n − λinIx0n = 0 (2.30)
(yin)
∗A0 − λ0n(yin)∗ + (y0n)∗Ai − λin(y0n)∗ = 0 (2.31)
where I is an N ×N identity matrix. The sensitivity of of the n-th right eigenvectors
is shown in Eq. (2.20), and the left eigenvectors is assumed to be equal to a linear
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Plugging Eq. (2.20) to Eq. (2.30) and left multiply (y0k)




k − λ0n) + (y0k)∗(Ai − λinI)x0n = 0 (2.33)




k − λ0n) + (y0k)∗(Ai − λinI)x0n = 0 (2.34)





For the sensitivity of complex eigenvector, we first consider the case when k = n, the
coefficients cnn and b
n
n can be derived from the following two conditions,
(yn(ε))
∗xn(ε) = 1 (2.36)
(xn(ε))
∗xn(ε) = 1 (2.37)










∗x0n = 0 (2.39)
Eq. (2.38) indicates cnn + b
n
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2.3.3 Discussion on Multiple Eigenvalue Sensitivity
In sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, the key assumption is eigenvalues are distinct. When
multiple eigenvalues occur, the sensitivity of eigenvalue is more challenging. To avoid
multiple eigenvalues, Ma et al. (1995) developed a scalar weighted function of eigen-
frequencies, so eigenvalues can be well separated. Along similar lines, Kosaka and
Swan (1999) used a symmetry reduction method to reduce the size of the optimiza-
tion problem which eases the difficulties in design sensitivity of repeated vibrational
eigenvalues because one of the main sources of repeated eigenvalues is structural sym-
metry. General approaches to design sensitivity analysis of repeated eigenvalues have
been published Friswell (1996), Seyranian et al. (1994) and Lund (1994). Krog and
Olhoff (1999) further improved those methods. Du and Olhoff (2007) utilized an in-
ner loop with the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA) to find the optimization
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direction of design variables when repeated eigenvalues have been encountered. The
method discussed in Friswell (1996) is summarized here and discussion of continuity
is given subsequently.
(A− λnB)xn = 0, for n = 1, ..., N, (2.45)
Suppose the eigensystem defined by Eq. (2.45) has a repeated root of order m. Assume
that the eigenvalues are ordered so that λ1 = λ2 = ... = λm. The eigenvectors
associated with these repeated eigenvalue are not unique; any linear combination
of the eigenvectors is also an eigenvector. If X denotes one particular set of B
normalized and orthogonal eigenvectors, so that
X = [x1,x2, ...,xm] (2.46)
then
Ψ =XH (2.47)
is also a set of B normalized, orthogonal eigenvectors for any orthogonal matrix H .
Thus, we may start with an arbitrary set of eigenvector,Ψ, and transform this set
to any other valid set of eigenvectors using the matrix H . It should be noticed
that different set of Ψ will not produce the same sensitivity result if Eq. (2.22),
which is only valid for distinct eigenvalues, is used. When the eigenvalue derivative is
required the correct set of eigenvectors mush be chosen. This corresponds to choosing
the correct transformation, H , that is consistent with the design parameter that is
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varied. As the parameter of interest varies the eigenvalues may separate and produce
distinct eigenvalues and their associated, unique mass normalized eigenvectors. The
eigenvectors must be chosen to anticipate this separation of the eigenvalues. This
approach can be formalized by calculating the derivative of the ith eigenvector, ψi.
Thus we have
ψn = Ψhn (2.48)
where hi denotes the ith column of H . Differentiating Eq. (2.45), using Eq. (2.48)













The eigenvalues of this matrix are the eigenvalue derivatives, λin. Two points should
be noted. Any eigenvector may be multiplied by a constant to produce another eigen-
vector. In this case the orthogonality of H implies that hn must be of unit length.
The second points concerns repeated eigenvalues of Eq. (2.49), which means that at
least two of the eigenvalue derivatives of the original problem are equal. The vector
hn , and hence the matrix H , are not unique. In this case the second derivatives
must be considered to determine the choice of eigenvector basis.
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The eigenvector derivatives may now be calculated using extension to Nelson’s
method( Ojalvo (1987), Mills-Curran (1988), Mills-Curran (1990) and Dailey (1989)).
In the above method, in general, the set of eigenvectors will be different for each
design parameter. Eigenvalue continuity and differentiability can be shown to hold
if the mode shape can be tracked which means the sensitivity shown in (2.50) is
updated correctly according each vibration mode. The basic idea is the eigenvalues
should really be associated with physical modes, not ordered by their magnitude. For
a physical example, suppose a cantilever beam has dimensions so that the frequency
of its second bending mode coincides with that of its first longitudinal mode. Suppose
further that the cross-sectional area of the beam is taken as the design parameter.
If the cross sectional area is reduced then the frequency of the bending mode will
be lower than the longitudinal mode. If the area is increased then the frequency of
the bending mode will be higher. If the modes are ordered by magnitude then the
bending and longitudinal modes will swap when going from a smaller cross sectional
area to a larger area. Thus eigenvalues must be associated with physical modes if
eigenvalue continiuity and differentiability are to be satisfied. A similar effect effect
also occurs when more than one design parameter is varied(Friswell (1996)).
Eigenvector sensitivity is more complected and if the changes to the system are a
function of a single design variable then continuity and differentiability can be shown
to hold. If more design parameters are varied simultaneously the situation is fur-
ther more complicated. In particular, the eigenvectors are not necessarily continuous
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functions of the design parameters. This arises because of the transformation, H
defined in Eq. (2.47), required to obtain the eigenvector basis for changes to a single
parameter. In general, this transformation will be different for each design parame-
ter. For continuity the eigenvectors should be the same by varying different design
parameters(Friswell (1996)).
2.4 Application in Vibration Problems
2.4.1 Introduction
Regarding topology optimization for vibration problems, early work focused largely
on optimizing structures for free vibrations, which mathematically equates to an
eigenvalue optimization problem. By properly tuning the natural frequencies, the
dynamic response could be substantially mitigated. Diaz and Bendsøe (1992) first
maximized the natural frequencies with a given volume constraint. Subsequently, Soto
and Diaz (1993) optimized the layout of plate structures by minimizing a function
of the structures natural frequencies. In the above two papers, optimization results
were obtained using optimality criteria method, and the first use of mathematical
programming method for maximization of the natural frequencies was proposed by
Tenek and Hagiwara (1993). Later a more concise method using only one variable
to indicate the material properties, the density method, was developed by Kawabe
and Yoshida (1996) for the maximization of natural frequencies. Constrained adap-
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tive topology optimization technique and evolutionary methods are implemented for
free vibration problems by Belblidia and Bulman (2001). As an alternation to the
popular SIMP method, the level-set method for vibration and multiple loads struc-
tural optimization was developed by Allaire and Jouve (2005). Finally, to reduce the
computational effort of topology optimization for free vibrations, Bogomolny (2010)
used a combined approximations method which is based on the integration of several
concepts and methods, including matrix factorization, series expansion, and reduced
basis. In recent papers, Bruggi and Taliercio (2012) and Niu et al. (2009) performed
topology optimziation for maximum fundamental eigenfrequency of structures com-
posed of micropolar solids and cellular material, respectively.
Apart from the maximization of the natural frequencies, topology optimization of
mode shapes has also been considered for free vibration problems (Pedersen (2000)).
However, since the mode shape may change during optimization iterations, it is nec-
essary to track the modes when maximizing a specific natural frequency as proposed
by Kim and Kim (2000).
There are many challenges to solving the free vibration, or eigenvalue/ eigenvector
optimization problem. A key difficulty is the non-smoothness of repeated eigenvalues.
The solutions are discussed in section 2.3.3. Another challenge in solving eigenvalue
optimization problems are localized or spurious modes that arise numerically from
low-density elements. To eliminate those artificial modes, Pedersen (2000) linearized
the stiffness for low-density regions while Tcherniak (2002) removed the mass as-
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sociated with low-density elements. Similarly, Du and Olhoff (2007) used different
penalization powers on structural stiffness and mass matrices to prevent spurious
modes which is the method we employ here with slight modifications.
Although dynamic forces are not considered in free vibration problems, the above
algorithms provide the basic tools for more complex forced vibration problems which
have also been studies extensively. Under forced vibration, the frequency response
optimization problem is often of primary concern. Ma et al. (1993), Ma et al. (1995),
Calvel and Mongeau (2005), Jensen (2007), and Shu et al. (2011) applied topology
optimization to find the stiffest structures against a single specified frequency or range
of excitation frequencies by minimizing the dynamic compliance.
More general cases with periodic loading are studied by Jog (2002). Olhoff and Du
(2013) considered topological design for minimum dynamic compliance subjected to
harmonic periodic loading. Yang and Li (2013) also minimized dynamic compliance
of a bi-material plate in a thermal environment. Practically speaking, problems pos-
sessing solutions in the form of analytical frequency response functions for periodic
excitation are rare. Structures subjected to arbitrary loading, on the other hand,
require numerical integration schemes such as those proposed by Min et al. (1999).
Since the computational effort is generally very expensive for dynamic problems, ef-
ficient methods using modal reduction schemes were developed by Yoon (2010).
Properly designed dampers and active control devices may also attenuate the fre-
quency response dramatically. For example, optimal configuration of viscous dampers
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in a structure to mitigate vibrations has been considered such as in Taflanidis and
Scruggs (2010) and Gidaris and Taflanidis (2015). However, this problem has not
been addressed using topology optimization. Ou and Kikuchi (1996) proposed an in-
tegrated design procedure for structural, control and actuator locations designs, and
dynamic response based on optimized structures are compared. Tcherniak (2002)
developed topology optimization algorithms for placement of resonating actuators to
counter vibrations. Kang et al. (2012) have used topology optimization to optimize
damping layers for shell structures.
2.4.2 Topology Optimization Formulation for Free
Vibration Problems
Topology optimization formulation for free vibration problems is discussed in this
section. According to the SIMP model, the finite element elasticity matrix Ee is
expressed in terms of the element volumetric material density ρe, 0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1, in a






where E∗e is the elasticity matrix of a corresponding element with the fully solid elastic
material the structure is to be made of. The power p is a penalization factor and it
is usually gradually increased from 1 to 5 during the optimization process.
The finite element stiffness and mass matrices used are slightly modified and
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where K∗e and M
∗
e represent the element stiffness and mass matrices corresponding
to fully solid material, respectively. The power q is a penalization factor associated
with mass matrix. It is used to avoid spurious modes or localized modes. The reason
is that for low density regions, the use of p higher than 1 will substantially decrease
the stiffness while the mass is kept unchanged without q. The outcome is that the
eigenvalues associated with these spurious modes becomes extremely small and they
will dominate in the objective function. Du and Olhoff (2007) proposed to use the
below interpolation scheme to get rid of spurious modes.




e, ρ > 0.1 (2.54)





e, ρ ≤ 0.1 (2.55)
In Du and Olhoff (2007), ρkmin and ρ
m
min are set to zero, so it may produce a trial
solution that when the entire domain is full of void elements, the frequencies tend to
be artificially large. The use of these lower bounds higher than zero combined with
Heaviside Projection Method will provides a upper bound on the ratio of stiffness
to the mass matrix which generally represents frequencies. With the material inter-
polation scheme shown in Eqs. (2.52), (2.54) and (2.55) and the bound formulation
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Eq. (2.2), the topology optimization formulation for maximizing the fundamental




s.t. (K − λjM )φj = 0, j = 1, ..., J,
φTjMφk = δjk, j, k = 1, ..., J,




0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ Ω (2.56)
where λj equals the square of the j-th circular natural frequency, φj is the corre-
sponding vibration modes.
2.4.3 Numerical Examples
The first example is a fixed-fixed beam, and the design objective is to maximize
the fundamental eigenfrequency for a prescribed 50% material volume fraction. The
design domain is shown in Fig. 2.1. The length to height ratio is 8. The material is
isotropic with Young’s modulus E = 107, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, and mass density
ρm = 1. The optimized result is shown in Fig. 2.2. The optimized frequency is
395 rad/s. It is seen that the first frequency has been increased a lot while only
half of entire volume is used. Also, it should be mentioned that multiple eigenvalues
have been found (The vibration modes are shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4) and when it
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occurs the rate of increase of frequency is very slow due to the ignorance of multiple
eigenvalues in the algorithm (Fig. 2.5). In Du and Olhoff (2007), the optimal result is
456.4 rad/s by improving the algorithm for multiple eigenvalues. Their algorithm is
similar to 2.3.3, but it should be emphasized that generally only directional derivative
exits and multiple eigenvalue is non-differentiable.
Figure 2.1: Design domain of a fixed-fixed beam
Figure 2.2: Optimized result for fixed-fixed beam
Figure 2.3: First vibration mode
The effect of ρkmin and ρ
m
min is investigated next. From Fig. 2.6 it is seen that
when a constant material density is used for the entire domain (cases 1, 2 and 4), the
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Figure 2.4: Second vibration mode
Figure 2.5: Optimization history for fixed-fixed beam
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natural frequencies are kept unchanged if no penalization is applied to the stiffness and
mass matrices. This observation is completely different from the popular minimum
compliance problems where higher value of ρe will lead to smaller compliance value.
When SIMP is implemented as is shown in case 3, having intermediate density will
lead to much lower frequencies, so that a binary solution can be obtained. However,
if ρkmin and ρ
m
min are set equal to 0 (Du and Olhoff (2007)), we can see the frequencies
are actually arbitrarily large. This will produce a trial solution and indicates that
optimal solution is achieved when the entire domain is full of void elements. In Du
and Olhoff (2007), it also suggests to use a lower bound on the material density ρe,
e.g. ρe ≥ 0.001. However, it is seen that this lower bound is closely related to the
penalization factors p and q. It is very common that high penalization factors are
required to obtain a clear binary solution for dynamic problems, and potentially using
a fixed value of lower bound will produce very small coefficients in stiffness and mass
matrices, therefore this method is very sensitive to numerical problems.
When nonzero values of ρkmin and ρ
m
min are used, it can be seen the trial solution
is eliminated. For the case when ρkmin = ρ
m
min (cases 6 and 8), the natural frequencies
are the same as the cases without SIMP. If smaller value is assigned to ρmmin, the ratio
of stiffness to mass for a void element becomes less, thus it indicates the solution with
full of void elements is not favored and have a much lower frequencies.
The above conclusions are obtained by assuming a uniform distribution of material
density with considering different density values. In the following examples, ρkmin =
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ρmmin = 1e
−6 is used.
Figure 2.6: The effect of ρkmin and ρ
m
min
In the second example, we consider a cantilever beam with a concentrated mass
on the free end shown in Fig. 2.7. The concentrated mass is equal to 10% of the
total mass when the entire domain is full of solids. The design domain is discretized
by a rectangular mesh of 160 by 80, namely 12800 four-node plain stress continuum
elements. The optimized result is plotted in Fig. 2.8. The first two vibration modes
are shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. It is seen that the first mode is bending mode,
and in the optimized result we can see materials are placed in the top and bottom
regions near the supports which makes it much stiffer in this mode. In the second
mode (2.10), it is a longitudinal mode, and it is also seen its natural frequency is
always higher that in the bending mode, thus it proves that mode swap and multiple
eigenvalue do not appear for this problem.
The effect of ρkmin and ρ
m
min is also investigated for this example. It is found the
final topologies are slightly different when different values of the lower bounds are
utilized. However, in general, we can conclude that the difference is so small, that it
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Figure 2.7: Design domain of a cantilever beam with concentrated mass
Figure 2.8: Optimized result for cantilever beam with concentrated mass (ω1 =
0.5299rad/s)
Figure 2.9: First vibration mode
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Figure 2.10: Second vibration mode
Figure 2.11: Optimization history for cantilever beam
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can be neglected for this problem. However, as it has been mentioned before, there
exists a trial solution for the case shown in Fig. 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Optimized result for cantilever beam with concentrated mass (ω1 =
0.5365rad/s, ρkmin = 0 and ρ
m
min = 0)
Figure 2.13: Optimized result for cantilever beam with concentrated mass (ω1 =
0.5360rad/s, ρkmin = 0.001 and ρ
m
min = 0.001)
Another popular problem is the reinforcement problem where the beam has pre-
scribed frame layout and the optimization target is to enhance its dynamic behavior.
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Figure 2.14: Optimized result for cantilever beam with concentrated mass (ω1 =
0.5306rad/s, ρkmin = 0.0001 and ρ
m
min = 0.1)
In the third example, we investigated the same cantilever beam as shown in the sec-
ond example, but it has six prescribed layers of solid elements in the top, right and
bottom sides in Fig. 2.15. The optimized result is shown in Fig. 2.16 and the first
two vibration modes are plotted in Fig. 2.17 and Fig. 2.18.
Figure 2.15: Design domain of a cantilever beam with prescribed elements
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Figure 2.16: Optimized result of cantilever beam with prescribed elements
Figure 2.17: First vibration mode
Figure 2.18: Second vibration mode
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2.5 Application in Phononic Band Gap
Structures
2.5.1 Introduction
In this section, we apply eigenvalue topology optimization technique to maxi-
mize band-gap in phononic structures. There has been a recent surge of research
effort towards achieving exotic dynamic response through novel microstructural de-
sign of periodic composites. Within mechanics and elastodynamics these responses
can be categorized in two broad areas: phononics and metamaterials. Phononics is
the study of stress wave propagation in periodic elastic composites. The phononic
band-structure (Martinezsala et al. (1995)) results from the periodic modulation of
stress waves, and as such has deep similarities with areas like electronic band the-
ory (Bloch (1928)) and photonics (Ho et al. (1990)). These periodic modulations
provide for very rich wave-physics and the potential for novel applications such as
wave guiding (Khelif et al., 2003), ultrasound tunneling(Yang et al., 2002), acoustic
rectification(Li et al., 2011), sound focusing (Yang et al., 2004), thermal property
tuning (Cleland et al., 2001; Landry et al., 2008; Zen et al., 2014) and novel wave
refraction applications (Cervera et al., 2001; Nemat-Nasser, 2015a,b; Sukhovich et al.,
2008). The definitive characteristic of a phononic crystal which distiguishes it from
a homogeneous or randomly heterogeneous media is the existence of a frequency re-
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gion where wave propagation is prohibted. This region, called the phononic bandgap,
directly or indirectly affects most of the proposed applications of phononic crystals.
Therefore, it is of significant interest and impact to find out those phononic topolo-
gies for which the phononic bandgap is very large. This is a tough computational
problem, especially in 3-D, which requires the use of fast phononic solvers coupled
with sophisticated topology optimization routines.
There have been some recent applications of topology optimization on bandgap
structures. For photonic crystals Cox and Dobson (Cox and Dobson, 2000; Dob-
son and Cox, 1999) applied topology optimization to maximize band gaps in two-
dimensional photonic crystals for E and H polarization. Jensen and Sigmund (2004)
presented results for optimized waveguide design. Recently, Men et al. (2014) has
presented robust topology optimization results for the design of 3-D photonic crys-
tals considering fabrication errors. In the area of phononics, Sigmund and Jensen
(2003) first used a gradient based topology optimization method to systematically
design both phononic band-gap materials and structures. Gazonas et al. (2006) and
Bilal and Hussein (2011) implemented a genetic algorithm based TO method for the
optimization of phononic bandgap structures. In addition, various structures and
other materials exhibiting the band-gap phenomenon are also investigated by other
researchers. For example, Jensen (2003) considered mass-spring structures, Diaz et al.
(2005) designed band-gap grid structures, Halkjær et al. (2006) maximized band gaps
in plated structures, Olhoff et al. (2012) and Halkjær and Sigmund (2004) optimized
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band-gap beam structures. There also have been several recent advances in phononic
topology optimization, for example, Vatanabe et al. (2014) maximized phononic band
gaps in piezocomposite materials by means of topology optimization. Liu et al. (2016)
explored the solid-solid phononic crystals for multiple separate band gaps with dif-
ferent polarizations.
Despite the considerable attention that topology optimization for 2-D phononic
crystals has received, no work has been done for the optimization of 3-D crystals.
This is despite the potentially more useful nature of optimized 3-D designs. Opti-
mizing 2-D phononic crystals results in plate type designs which can have impacts
on applications where wave propagation is constrained in 2-dimensions. However,
wave propagation is inherently a 3-D phenomenon and optimization in 3-D can result
in bulk materials with desirable and heretofor unachievable properties. This task
is complicated by the challenging fact that phononic bandstructure evaluations are
computationally expensive and that the computational complexity increases when
band structure calculations are conducted repeatedly during the optimum searching
process. The solution requires, first and foremost, an efficient phononic solver.
At this point there exist several numerical techniques for the evaluation of the
phononic band structure. A good reference that discusses some of the most promi-
nent techniques was published by Hussein (2009) where the authors also presented
a method of accelerating the existing algorithms through a secondary expansion.
The Plane Wave Expansion (Ho et al., 1990; Leung and Liu, 1990; Zhang and Sat-
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pathy, 1990) method (PWE) and the Finite Element method (Hladky-Hennion and
Decarpigny, 1991; Veres and Berer, 2012; White et al., 1989) are two of the most com-
monly used solvers owing to the ease of their implementation and their versatility. In
this paper we have used a mixed variational method (Minagawa and Nemat-Nasser,
1976; Nemat-Nasser, 1972, 2015b; Nemat-Nasser et al., 1975; Srivastava and Nemat-
Nasser, 2014) to calculate phononic bandstructures. The mixed variational method is
derived from the Hu-Washizu (Hu, 1955; Washizu, 1955) variational theorem and it
admits variations on both the stress and displacement fields. The mixed method has
been known to converge faster than Rayleigh quotient which forms the basis of the
traditional displacement based Finite Element method (Babuška and Osborn, 1978).
In a recently published comprehensive study it has been shown that the mixed method
also displays faster convergence than the PWE method (Lu and Srivastava, 2016).
In addition to using the mixed variational method as our solver we have achieved
further computational accelerations by implementing it over distributed Graphical
Processing Units (Srivastava, 2015).
In this work we have considered three main varieties of the cubic phononic crystal
lattice (FCC, BCC, and SC). Our aim is to find the 3-D topologies in a 2-material
phononic crystal system that produce large all-angle, all-mode, normalized bandgaps
for each of the three symmetries considered. We evaluate the phononic band struc-
tures along the Irreducible Brillouin Zones (IBZ) (Brillouin, 2003; Setyawan and Cur-
tarolo, 2010) of the respective unit cells. The calculations are distributed over four
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compute nodes of a CPU-GPU hybrid cluster. We use a SIMP based topology opti-
mization routine which is coupled with Heaviside projection for the control of mini-
mum feature sizes. The sensitivity analyses required for TO are again calculated in
parallel through GPU computations. We present the first ever topology optimiza-
tion results for 3-D phononic crystals and also the largest normalized bandgaps ever
reported in 3-D.
2.5.2 Phononic Band Structure Calculation
2.5.2.1 Mixed variation formulation
In the following calculations, the elastodynamic eigenvalue problem is formulated
using the mixed variation method (Lu and Srivastava, 2016; Minagawa and Nemat-
Nasser, 1976; Nemat-Nasser, 1972; Nemat-Nasser et al., 1975; Srivastava and Nemat-
Nasser, 2014). The propagation of waves in a three dimensional elastic medium is
governed by
σmn,n = −λρum, (2.57)
u(j,k) = Djkmnσmn, (2.58)
where λ = ω2, σ and u are the space and time dependent stress tensor and displace-
ment vector respectively, ρ is the mass density and D is the compliance tensor. The
Latin indices vary from 1 to 3 and subject to the summation conventions unless oth-
erwise indicated. By varying independently on the stress and displacement field and
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enforcing Bloch periodic boundary conditions, Eqs. (2.57) and (2.58) render to the
following functional stationary,
λuσ =
⟨σmn, um,n⟩+ ⟨uj,k, σjk⟩ − ⟨Djkmnσmn, σjk⟩
⟨ρum, um⟩
, (2.59)
and the minimum of the above quotient is the solutions to the phononic eigenvalue
problem. This minimization problem can be solved by expanding the displacement
















is proportional to δαθδβηδγξ, δ being the Kronecker delta. There
are two ways of choosing test function: one of them is to set the coefficient Uα,β,γj
and Sα,β,γjk to satisfy Bloch boundary condition and then the test function can employ
arbitrary basis such as Lagrange basis functions (Lu and Srivastava, 2016) and cubic
splines (Goffaux and Sánchez-Dehesa, 2003); the other is to let the test functions
satisfy Bloch boundary condition





where hk is the primary lattice vector on kth direction for the phononic calculations
and k = Qiq
i is the wave vector expressed in the reciprocal coordinates qi. The
wave vector is mainly used to describe the patter of the displacement field. Since
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only the unit cell, the smallest repetitive unit is analyzed, some assumptions have
to be imposed to the pattern of the solution of the unit cell. For details, the reader
should refer to (Sigmund and Jensen, 2003). For example, if the base cell is Y and
wave vector is 0, then the solution mode will be Y− periodic. Theoretically, all wave
vector should be searched and analyzed to compute the frequency band, but due to
the periodicity we may restrict the wave vector to the first Brillouin zone. Due to
the symmetry of the base cell, the area can be restricted further to the triangular
pyramid defined by the lines R− Γ, Γ−M ,M −X and X −R shown in Fig. (2.21)






The test functions immediately satisfy the Bloch boundary conditions. By substitut-
ing Eqs. (2.60) and (2.61) into the mixed variation formulation Eq. (2.59) and setting
the derivative of λuσ with respect to the unknown displacement and stress coefficients
equal to zero, we obtain the following homogeneous equations
⟨σ̄mn,n + λuσρūm, f θηξ⟩ = 0, (2.64)
⟨Djkmnσ̄mn − ū(j,k), f θηξ⟩ = 0. (2.65)
The matrix form of the above equations can be written as
HS+ λuσΩU = 0, (2.66)
ΦS+H∗U = 0, (2.67)
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where (∗) indicates the complex conjugate operation of the matrix, and the expressions































The eigenvalues can be solved in this general matrix form
HΦ−1H∗U = λuσΩU. (2.71)
If M trigonometric expansion terms are used, i.e. α, β, γ vary from −M to M inde-
pendently and consider the symmetry of the stress tensor, the size of the eigenvalue
problem Eq. (2.71) will be 3(2M + 1)3 × 3(2M + 1)3. When the unit cell consists
of materials whose mass density and compliance are not constant over the entire do-
main, the mixed variation result will be neither upper bound or lower bound of the
eigenvalue solution (Nemat-Nasser et al., 1975). Babuska and Osborn(Babuška and
Osborn, 1978) has shown that for a unit cell with piecewise constant material prop-
erties, the mixed variation method lead to a convergence rate of M−2+ϵ. Therefore,
the mixed variation method can rapidly converge to very accurate solutions.
2.5.2.2 GPU computations
In order to calculate the entire band structure of a unit cell the matrices have to be
assembled and the eigenvalues have to be calculated at multiple wave-vector points
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along the edge of the IBZ. This results in considerable computational complexity.
However, since the assembly and eigenvalue solving processes are independent of each
other they can be executed in parallel if the formulation is properly recast. The most
















fi(α, β, γ, θ, η, ξ)vi,
(2.72)
where fi is the evaluation of the integrand at the centroid of the i
th element, vi is
the element volume and N is the number of elements which discretizes the unit cell.
Qαβγl are viewed as vectors of size (2M+1)
3, then the combination of (Qαβγl −Q
θηξ
l )xl






where j, k = 1, 2, · · · , (2 ∗M + 1)2. To compute the above matrix of integrals using
Graphical Processing Units we need to pass the vectors, volumes and centroids from
the CPU to the GPU. On the GPU, the computation kernals are executed by a grid
of thread blocks, where each thread has a unique id which corresponds to a set of
indices i, j, k. Since the actual computation on each thread is relatively simple
and many threads are operating in parallel, the method shows significantly reduced
computation times comparing to serial computations over a CPU. Furthermore, the
eigenvalue computations along the IBZ can be distributed over multiple GPUs in a
distributed GPU cluster. In this case each compute node will solve for a part of the
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band structure simultaneously thus decreasing the computation time further.
2.5.2.3 Hardware and Computation efficiency
(a) (b)
Figure 2.19: (a) GPU accelerated computation time for eigenfrequencies solved at one
wavevector point. (b) Efficiency factor comparing the parallel formulation with the
serial formulation (The analysis and comparison have been done by our collaborators)
The computation cluster used for this work consists of 4 compute nodes, each
of which has 2 NVIDIA GTX-780 graphic cards and 2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2630
v2 CPUs installed to form the mixed CPU/GPU architecture. Each GPU has 2304
CUDA cores and each CPU has 6 cores. In order to determine the parallel compu-
tation efficiency, we define an efficiency factor (Srivastava, 2015) which measures the
performance improvement through the parallel computations over serial computations
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Fig. (2.19(a)) shows the time taken for solving eigenfrequences of a 2-D problem
at one wave vector and the efficiency factors are plotted in Fig. (2.19(b)). As the
number of field variable increases, the computation is 1000 times faster than the
straightforward loop implementation. For a 2-D case, when M=2, the matrix size is
50× 50 and the parallel computation time is about 0.03s when using 1000 elements.
When using M=2 in a 3-D case, the matrix size will be 375 × 375, and the actual
computation will be 118.5 times more complex, due to the complexity of eigenvalue
problem is of O(N2.37), where N is the size of the matrix. Therefore, each eigenvalue
problem takes about 3.55s to solve and it takes less than 40s to compute 80 eigenvalue
problems in parallel on 8 GPUs to complete the entire band structure.
2.5.3 Topology Optimization Formulation
In topology optimization of periodic composite materials, the goal is to optimize
the distribution of two (or more) base material phases across the unit cell, which
for finite element-based approaches, reduces to determining whether each element
is to contain base material 1 or material 2. This fundamentally is a binary (or
integer) programming problem of extremely high dimension, motivating relaxation
of the binary condition and representation of each element’s material properties as a
continuous combination of the two base materials. In order to obtain a binary design,
penalization methods such as the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP)
method are used to make mixtures of the two materials at a location inefficient.
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Interestingly, (Sigmund and Jensen, 2003) found that the use of penalization is not
required in the design of band-gap structures as sharp contrasts in stiffness (Young’s
modulus) are desirable to produce large band-gaps. This allows use of a simple simple
linear interpolation model for Young’s modulus, given as
Ee(ρe) = ρeE
1 + (1− ρe)E2, (2.75)
where E1 and E2 denote the Youngs modulus corresponding to the two base materials.
We note this is equivalent to the SIMP interpolation for composites (Bendsøe and
Sigmund, 1999) with exponent penalty term set to one.
The goal of the optimization is to maximize the gap between the j-th mode and
j+1th mode, and thus we use the objective function given as
f(ρe) = 2
mink λj+1(k, ρe)−maxk λj(k, ρe)
mink λj+1(k, ρe) + maxk λj(k, ρe)
(2.76)







0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1, e = 1, · · · , N
(2.77)
Note that we do not impose a volume constraint and allow the algorithm to freely
distribute the two base materials, although it would straightforward to restrict the
design problem in that manner.
The sensitivity of the natural frequencies (Sigmund and Jensen, 2003) can be
calculated by differentiating Eq. (2.77) with respect to the design variables ρe, as
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We want to emphasize Eq. (2.77) generally indicates an asymmetric eigenvalue
problem, as a result the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are complex num-
bers. The normalization conditions shown in Eq. (2.36)are used.
The sensitivity is calculated element-wise and therefore, substituting Eq. (2.73)
into Eq. (2.69) and Eq. (2.70), the derivative of Ω and Φ with respect to the design















where no summation is implied. The sensitivity of the objective function in Eq. (2.77)
can now be calculated by differentiating Eq. (2.76).
Finally we note that the Heaviside Projection Method (HPM) (Guest et al., 2004a)
is used within these formulations to control the minimum length scale of designed
features and create so-called single length scale microstructures (Sigmund, 1994). In
particular, a reduced design variable field (Guest and Smith Genut, 2010) is adopted.
For HPM, it essentially expresses continuum design ρe variables as a closed-form
function of an independent design variable field, without any other changes to the
above equations. For brevity, the details are omitted here; however, the reader is
referred to Guest (Guest, 2009b; Guest et al., 2011b) for full algorithmic details.
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Here, a continuation strategy is used on the Heaviside parameter, beginning at β = 10.
The projection radius is 7.5% of the unit cell length. It should be noted that HPM
is capable of controlling the minimum length scale of designed features and thus
preventing solution mesh dependency, although such dependencies have not been
observed for phononic band-gap materialsSigmund and Jensen (2003).
2.5.4 A Note on Normalized Band Gaps
The band structure is a plot of eigenfrequencies on different wave vectors and,
therefore, the normalized band gap is calculated as the indicator of the relative size
of the gap size by taking the ratio between the band gap width and the mid gap
frequency. The simple way to control the normalized band gap sizes is to change the
volume fraction of the inclusion. In the following cases, steel is used as the inclu-
sion material and epoxy is used as the matrix material. The material properties are:
ρsteel = 7780kg/m
3 , Esteel = 207.1475GPa, νsteel = 0.2787 and ρepoxy = 1180kg/m
3 ,
Eepoxy = 4.3438GPa, νepoxy = 0.3679. The 1-D phononic crystals are layered compos-
ites, shown in Fig. (2.20(a)). By changing the thickness of the stiff material phase,
the maximal normalized band gap appears at volume fraction 0.729, where the band
gap size is 1.408. Since the thickness is the only design variable in this 1-D case, this
maximal gap size has to be the optimum. For the 2-D phononic crystal shown in
Fig. (2.20(b)), the circular inclusions inside a 1×1 square unit cell is considered. We
observe that when volume fraction is approximately 0.553 corresponding to 0.4196 in
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Figure 2.20: The relation between the normalized band gap and volume fraction of the
stiff material phase. (a) 1-D 2-phase layered composite; (b) 2-D 2-phase composite
with circular inclusion.
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radius, we avchieve the largest normalized band gap of 0.915. This is smaller than the
band gap reported by Bilal and HusseinBilal and Hussein (2011) where the midgap
ratio is 1.113 and geometry of the inclusion is more complex. Fig. (2.20(c)) shows a
3-D case where the size of the cubic unit cell is 1×1×1, the sphere inclusion leads to
the maximum 0.448 normalized band gap at volume fraction of 0.445 corresponding
to 0.4736 in radius. However, 3-D phononic crystal optimization has not yet been
reported in literature and we believe that larger band gaps can be achieved by further
increasing the volume fraction and improving the inclusion geometry. It can be seen
from the three cases that in higher dimensions it is more difficult to obtain band gaps
which are as large as the ones found in the lower dimensional cases.
2.5.5 Study of Cubic Unit cell
In this section the design domains are the cubic Bravais lattices. It should be
emphasize that the phononic structures under consideration are synthetic materials
and continuum mechanics is used to analyze the behavior. Therefore the cubic Bravais
lattice here refers to different patterns for the synthetic composite material. The
length of each unit cell edge is assumed to be 1cm, and it can be scaled but it
cannot be too small that continuum mechanic approach is not accurately enough to
predict the material behavior. There are three main varieties of the cubic Bravais
lattices, which are simple cubic (SC), body-centered cubic (BCC) and face-centered
cubic(FCC)(Hahn, 2005) lattice. The three lattices have their own variations based on
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different space groups. For example, Maldovan et al. (2003) studied the photonic band
gaps of 11 FCC structures. Although the rules of crystal symmetry are complex, there
are simple ways to model the geometry which guarantee the basic crystal structures
of the unit cells and the efficiency of computation. One of the most basic rules is
that the material on each lattice point should have the same geometry and it can
be realized by enforcing translational symmetry. As shown in Fig. (2.21(a),(b),(c)),
the crystal structures can be replicated by translating the material along the edges
of the SC lattice, the body diagonals of the BCC lattice and the face diagonals of the
FCC lattice. Fig. (2.21(d),(e),(f)) shows that the same colored groups of elements
are translational symmetric. Therefore, if an unconstrained SC, BCC or FCC is to
be generated, the design domain should consist of the minimum number of element
groups which include all the different colors. However, we implement the most time
consuming sensitivity analyses on only a small portion of the total elements and then
the sensitivity information is replicated by using other built-in symmetry of each unit
cell, thereby also reducing the design domain. Specifically, the sensitivity analysis
of SC is performed on
1
8
of the unit cell and the complete sensitivity information is
reconstructed by taking reflection symmetry of the block in Fig. (2.21(g)) against
the orthogonal planes. For BCC, the sensitivity of
1
16
of the unit cell is calculated
and the first octant is reconstructed by rotating the small block 180◦ about y-axis
and reflecting against x-z plane, then the elements in the first octant are copied by
reflecting against x-z and y-z plane to create the upper half of the unit cell, and finally
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taking the translation operation described in Fig. (2.21(e)). In order to construct the




unit cell is rotated 180◦ about y-axis to generate the small block above it and the two
blocks are rotated together 180◦ about x-axis to complete the rest of the first octant.
The first octant is then reflected against the y-z plane to obtain the second octant,
and finally we take the translational operation in Fig. (2.21(f)) to complete the unit
cell.
2.5.6 Results and Discussions
We use steel and epoxy to construct the 1cm3 cubic unit cell, and, for reasons de-
scribed below, also report performance for tungsten carbide and epoxy systems where
ρWC = 13800kg/m
3 , EWC = 387.5559GPa, νWC = 0.3459. During each iteration the
stress and displacement fields are expanded using 375 trigonometric terms (M = 2).
After the optimum is obtained we used 2187 trigonometric terms (M = 4) to evaluate
much more accurately the final band structure. The objective function of this study
is the midgap ratio between the 6th and 7th band, where a complete band gap opens
naturally for spherical inclusions. A homogeneous distribution of material was used
as the initial guess for the BCC and FCC cases, while a spherical inclusion of radius
3.5mm was employed as the SC initial design (with an initial 15.4% midgap ratio).
A homogenous distribution was also attempted for the SC case but the algorithm
became stuck in a local minima, perhaps due to the fact that the SC design space is
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Figure 2.21: (a), (b), (c) are the schematics of the SC, BCC, FCC structure. (d), (e),
(f) describe the translational symmetry corresponding to the cubic lattice on the left.
Each color represents a group of elements, and if two cubic blocks of elements have
the same color, these two blocks are translational symmetric. (g), (h), (i) show the
design domains that are actually used in the sensitivity analyses. (j), (k), (l) are the
Brillouin zones of the three cubic lattices. The red regions inside the Brillouin zones
are the IBZs.
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much larger than the BCC and FCC cases which have more strict geometric restric-
tions. This is not totally surprising, as topology optimization problems are nonconvex
and global optimality can not typically be confirmed.
2.5.6.1 Simple Cubic Lattice




of the total elements. Each iteration spends about 370 seconds on
the band structure evaluation on 80 wave vectors, sensitivity analyses, data trans-
fer and storage. After total 1247 iterations, we obtain the optimal results in Fig.
(2.22(a),(b)). The result shows that the the structure has a band gap from 78.97kHz
to 144.31kHz, which leads to a 58.5% midgap ratio. The corresponding volume frac-
tion is 0.472.
(a) (b) (c)Steel/epoxy Tungsten carbide/epoxy
Figure 2.22: (a) the optimal SC unit cell on 22× 22 mesh. Its band structure (b), (c)
are calculated using steel/epoxy and tungsten carbide/epoxy, respectively.
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2.5.6.2 Body-centered Cubic Lattice
The BCC lattice is discretized into 24 × 24 × 24 cubic elements and 1
16
of the
total elements contribute as the design domain. Each iteration takes about 260
seconds and after total 1119 iterations, we obtain the optimal results as shown in
Fig. (2.23(a),(b)). The optimal BCC structure has a band gap from 98.08kHz to
206.18kHz, which leads to a 71.06% frequency midgap ratio. The corresponding vol-
ume fraction is 0.465.
(c)(a) (b) Steel/epoxy Tungsten carbide/epoxy
24^3
Figure 2.23: (a) is the optimal BCC unit cell. Its band structure (b), (c) are calculated
using steel/epoxy and tungsten carbide/epoxy, respectively.
2.5.6.3 Face-centered Cubic Lattice




of the total elements. We obtain the optimal results as shown in Fig.
(2.24(a),(b)) through 580 iterations, where each iteration takes about 140 seconds.
The result shows that the structure has a band gap from 126.30kHz to 270.0kHz,
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which leads to a 72.5% frequency midgap ratio. The corresponding volume fraction
is 0.498.
(a) (b) Steel/epoxy Tungsten carbide/epoxy(c)
Figure 2.24: (a) is the optimal FCC unit cell and its band structure (b), (c) are
calculated using steel/epoxy and tungsten carbide/epoxy, respectively.
We are interested in determining if the structures identified by the topology opti-
mization algorithm do indeed offer improved performance over existing solutions re-
ported in literature. (Page et al., 2005) reported that a hand-assembled close packed
FCC lattice consisting of 0.8mm-diameter tungsten carbide beads embedded in epoxy
has the largest measured 3-D band gap. Its corresponding complete band gap appear
between 1.5MHz and 3.9MHz, which leads to a 88.9% midgap ratio. We show that
by substituting tungsten carbide into the optimized inclusion structures, the band
gaps are widened due to higher material contrast. In Fig. (2.22(c)), Fig. (2.23(c))
and Fig. (2.24(c)) it is clear that the tungsten carbide/epoxy unit cells narrows the
first pass band and thus lead to larger band gap, where the midgap ratios for SC,
BCC and FCC are 82.7%, 95.26% and 95.17% respectively. The BCC and FCC gaps
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are bigger than the one that has ever reported and they have much smaller volume
fraction than the reported closed packed FCC, which should be 0.74.
2.5.7 Comparison with Genetic Algorithm Result
Genetic algorithms (GA), a class of population-based stochastic search algorithms,
have recently been successfully applied to optimize 2-D phononic crystals (Bilal and
Hussein, 2011; Gazonas et al., 2006). Genetic algorithms perform a broad search of
the design space which tends to reduce the influence of the initial guess, but rely
on an extreme number of computations and tend to break down in large dimension
spaces, such as high resolution 3D domains. Fig. (2.25(a)) shows a GA-optimized SC
structure. In order to reduce the computation time,
1
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of total 11808 elements, close
to the number of elements shown in Fig. (2.22(a)), are used as the design domain,
which is in the shape of a tetrahedra. We have not been able to find a converged result
for finer mesh. The resulting band gap is 55.3%, slightly narrower than the previous
SC result. In Fig. (2.25(a)), it is clear that a more symmetric structure than the
previously shown SC has been generated and the optimized structure shows several
spikes stemming from the steel inclusion and reaching the faces of the unit cell. When
the unit cell is assembled periodically based on the lattice structure, these spikes form
one-node hinges which are known to introduce numerical errors. Therefore, it can be
said that the GA produced a less realistic result with a smaller complete band gap
compared to the previous SC case. Due to the symmetry limit of the mesh, it is not
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feasible to optimize the BCC and FCC structure.
(b)(a)
Figure 2.25: The band structure produced by steel/epoxy using genetic algorithm:
(a) SC unit cell, (b) corresponding band structure.
2.5.8 Conclusions
We have presented optimized results of 3-D phononic crystals with ultra-wide
band gaps. Topology optimization, enabled through GPU accelerated mixed variation
method, provides an efficient optimization tool for 3-D cubic phononic crystals. The
three cubic crystal lattices have been studied, where the translational symmetries are
the primary rules of maintaining the basic crystal structures. The design domains
are defined using the built-in symmetries of the lattice structures respectively such
that the results can be generated with less computation effort. It is shown that
the optimal results have very large band gaps and when material with high property
contrast is substituted into the optimal geometry, larger than ever recorded band gaps
are generated in BCC and FCC. The method presented in this paper provides larger
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band gap and more realistic SC lattice than GA and exhibits significant versatility
when perform optimization on different lattice structures.
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2.6 Non-deterministic Eigenvalue Optimization
Although topology optimization is the most general form of structural optimiza-
tion, solutions obtained by performing the optimization in a deterministic setting may
be impractical or suboptimal when considering real-world engineering conditions with
inherent variabilities including (for example) variabilities in fabrication processes and
construction conditions. Such variabilites lead to uncertainties in structural geometry
and/or material properties, which can result in potentially significant uncertainties in
structural stiffness and mass when dynamic behavior is concerned. In the literature,
several researchers have proposed robust topology optimization algorithms for con-
sidering uncertainty in applied loads (see e.g. Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (1997); Lógó
(2007); Lógó et al. (2009)). Fewer works have considered topology optimization under
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uncertainties in structural stiffness and mass. The structural responses, such as the
displacements, are now an inverse of the random stiffness and mass matrices resulting
from considering uncertainties. Sandgren and Cameron (2002) took a Monte Carlo
approach, combining a genetic algorithm for optimizing truss topology and using ran-
domly generated parameters to simulate the uncertainties in geometry and material
properties. In Doltsinis and Kang (2004), the authors used the random field finite
elements method of Liu et al. (1986) for modeling uncertainty in load, material prop-
erties, members cross sections (thicknesses) and nodal locations and performed sizing
optimization for truss and truss-membrane structures. Guest and Igusa (2008) used
second order perturbation and sought topologies with minimum ”average” compliance
under geometric uncertainties while Chen et al. (2010) employed KarhunenLoeve ex-
pansion along with a univariate dimension reduction technique to find optimal level
set topologies in the presence of uncertainties in load and material properties.
In this work we follows the basic idea presented in (Asadpoure et al., 2011; Guest
and Igusa, 2008) and use perturbation to quantify the effect of uncertainties on eigen-
values and eigenvectors and consequently sensitivity analysis. Physically speaking,
when dynamic behavior is of concern, natural frequencies are represented by the
eigenvalues and the vibration modes are describled by corresponding eigenvectors.
The details of perturbation method used for eigenvalue problems are shown in
Section 2.3.1. The second order statistics of the eigenvalue λ can be computed from
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those of the random fluctuation vector ∆ε using Eq. (2.12)


































































ijkl − σijσkl) (2.82)
















It is seen that higher order statistical moments, σijk and σijkl, for the random
vector ∆ε do not appear in the second order estimate of the mean and are seen in
the second order estimate of covariance matrix. These higher statistical properties
are not usually available, however, ignoring them by truncating after the first term
in the covariance expression provides satisfactory results in many practical cases (For
detailed discussion, the reader is refered to Asadpoure et al. (2011)). In this work,
these higher order terms are neglected.
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Using the mean and covariance expressions shown in Eqs. (2.81) and (2.82), the




s.t. (A− λjB)xj = 0, j = 1, ..., J,
xTj Bxk = δjk, j, k = 1, ..., J,
β − αEE(λj)− αs
√




0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ Ω (2.86)
where
√
Cov(λj) is the standard deviation of compliance and the weighting coef-
ficients αE and αS are real non-negative numbers.
To perform the sensitivity analysis, we full expend the inequality constraint as
follows;






















, n = 1, ...J,
(2.87)
From Eq. (2.87), we can see that the sensitivity requires the computation of the
first, second and third derivative of the eigenvalues. One simple way is to follow the
ideas in Section 2.3.1. In this method, we need to first plug Eq. (2.24) into Eq. (2.87)
to remove the second order derivative of eigenvalue, otherwise, the third derivative has
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to be computed. However, this will inevitably require the sensitivity of the first and
second order derivative of the eigenvectors, which can be computational expensive.







In this chapter, topology optimization methods are developed and applied for
structures subjected to random dynamic loads. Considering random dynamic loads
is of great importance when the information of that is incomplete. In other words, the
applied dynamic loads cannot be simply expressed by a deterministic function of time.
In practice, a good example is seismic loads induced by earthquake ground motions.
Housner (1947) first considered earthquake ground motion as a random stochastic
process. After Housner’s work, many researchers in earthquake engineering commu-
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nity started to investigate earthquake ground motions by the use of stochastic process.
Nowadays, most important structures and structures in earthquake prone areas are
designed to be functional under seismic waves generated by stochastic analysis meth-
ods. Another example is that aircraft and aerospace vehicles are subjected to diverse
sources of random dynamic excitation during their service life (Rong et al. (2000)).
Such excitations include: (a) the ground loads induced during taxi, takeoff and land-
ing of an aircraft, or during the transportation of a launch vehicle to the launch pad;
(b) the gust excitation caused by atmospheric turbulence; (c) the aerodynamic ex-
citation due to boundary layer turbulence and fluctuating wake forces; and (d) the
excitation due to jet and rocket noise. Therefore, topology optimization algorithms
for the above applications should be able to address the stochastic load.
The fundamental definition of one or more stochastic processes is in terms of the
underlying probability distribution, as given by probability density functions or cu-
mulative distribution functions. However, in many cases, such as the problems in this
chapter, we can gain the information that we need for stochastic processes from con-
sidering their moments. Generally speaking, statistical properties of most stochastic
loads are time dependent. However, stationarity assumption is often used to sim-
plify the stochastic analysis and this simplification will give acceptable results for
some real engineering problems. The property of stationarity of a stochastic process
X(t) is referred to some aspect of the description of the process being unchanged by
any arbitrary shift along the t axis. Here the assumption that all statistical prop-
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erties, such as the mean and second moment, are stationary is adopted which can
significantly reduce the computation effort which in turn provides a possibility for
the computational intense topology optimization methods to optimize stochastic dy-
namic problems. Furthermore, due to this stationary assumption, we also assume the
stochastic process under investigation is a zero mean problem for convenience since
we can always shift the non-zero problems by adding or subtracting a constant.
For a zero mean stationary problem, the key statistical property is the autocorre-
lation function, and it is states as
RXX(τ) = RXX(t2 − t1) = E[X(t1)X(t2)] (3.1)
In most cases, it has been found that it is easier to describe a stochastic process
by another quantity, autospectral density function SXX(ω), which contains the same
information as the corresponding autocorrelation function RXX . SXX(ω) and RXX(τ)













The variance of the covariant stationary process can be found by setting τ = 0, giving





In the above integral, when SXX has a constant value S0, it can be seen the integration
can be solved relatively easily and this case is commonly referred to as white noise,
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by analogy with white light, which supposedly contains equal contributions from all
relevant frequency components.
Given the characterization of the stochastic process, X(t), described above, we aim
to minimize the response variance by propagating a given input stochastic process
through the structural system to be optimized.
In the literature, only few researchers have applied topology optimization to mit-
igate stochastic dynamic response and nearly all of these have considered the white
noise excitation. For example, Rong et al. (2000) used the Evolutionary Structural
Optimization (ESO) method to optimize continuum structures considering white noise
stochastic dynamic loads in the frequency domain. Pagnacco et al. (2012) investigated
the ESO of structures subject to white noise stochastic loads with respect to multiax-
ial fatigue criteria also in frequency domain. Lin et al. (2011) designed piezoelectric
energy harvesting devices subjected to broadband random vibrations by applying
topology optimization method. Qiao et al. (2012) considered both static loads and
white noise stochastic loads for the layout optimization of multi-component struc-
tures. Rong et al. (2013) developed Sequential Quadratic Programming method for
the topology optimization of structures under random white noise excitation.
Until recently, topology optimization for non-white noise random excitation had
not been considered. In this chapter, we propose a new topology optimization al-
gorithm to minimize the dynamic response of continuum structures subjected to
filtered white noise excitation. The augmented state space formulation (Taflanidis
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and Scruggs (2010)) is used for both the structural and filter systems. The prob-
lem is then solved in the frequency domain and a closed-form integration result for
the response variance is obtained according to Igusa (1992). Note that, given its
formulation in state space, non-classical damping can be considered in the proposed
algorithm. In the optimization algorithm, the SIMP method is used to drive to a 0
∼ 1 design. To circumvent the numerical problems associated with continuum prob-
lems and control the minimum length scale, we utilize the Heaviside Project Method
(HPM) (Guest et al. (2004b)). Sensitivity analysis is performed analytically and the
derivatives of real and complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors are given. The gradient-
based optimizer Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA) (Svanberg (1987)) is used as
the optimizer. Several numerical examples are given to demonstrate the capabilities
of the proposed algorithm.
3.2 Stochastic Dynamic Analysis
In this section, the stochastic dynamic analysis methods are discussed. We assume
that the information about the structural system is complete and therefore the mass,
stiffness, and damping can be treated as deterministic parameters. Uncertainty is
present only in the externally applied dynamic loads.
First the problem is formulated by the popular second order matrix differential
equation, then the solution methods are discussed and its pros and cons are com-
mented. Second, alternatively we state the problem by using first order differential
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equations, the state space method. Solution methods are also discussed in detail.
Comparison of these two formulations are presented and their advantages and limi-
tations are given.
3.2.1 Standard Formulation
First of all, the discretized equation of motion for the N degree of freedom con-
tinuum system is written in the popular second order matrix form as
Müs(t) +Cu̇s(t) +Kus(t) = f(t) (3.5)
where M , C, K are the N by N mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively.
Since f(t), which without loss of generality is a zero mean stationary stochastic
process, denotes the vector random force process, the resulting displacement vector
us(t) is also a vector stationary random process. In addition, in practice it is almost
always impossible to obtain the exact probability distribution function of f(t) with
respect to time t, so second-order moments (which are often available) are instead used
to quantify the input stochastic process. In particular, the stochastic excitation f(t) is
characterized by its autocorrelation function Rff (τ), or equivalently the autospectral
density function Sff (ω) in the frequency domain.
Given the characterization of the stochastic process excitation, f(t), described
above, we aim to determine the properties of a given scalar response process given by
z(t) = lTus(t) (3.6)
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where l is a location indicator vector that can be modified to consider response at
different locations on the structure, the superscript T denotes transpose, and us(t)
denotes the vector of displacements for each degree of freedom. The stochastic anal-
ysis can also be conveniently performed in frequency domain. The input and output





where superscript * denotes conjugate transpose operation andH(ω) is the harmonic
transfer function, or frequency response function, that can be determined from modal
analysis as:
H(ω) = Φ(Λ− ω2I + iωC)ΦT (3.8)
where,
(K − λnM )φn = 0 (3.9)
φTi Mφj = δij (3.10)
in which I is the identity matrix, Λ is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues λi and Φ
is a matrix of the eigenvectors φi for modes n = 1, ...,m ≤ N , δij is the Kronecker
delta function, and C is the modal damping matrix equal to ΦTCΦ. When Raleigh
damping is used, all terms in the parenthesis in Eq.3.8 are diagonal matrices. Having
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computed Szz(ω), the response variance is computed as:







When the stochastic excitation is represented by a white noise process, then Sff (ω)
is a constant quantity and does not depend on ω. Mathematically, this is convenient
because Eq.3.7 simplifies such that the response spectral density depends only on
the frequency response function - thus it is dependent on the structure alone - and
analytical solutions can be derived from Eq.3.11(Clough and Penzien (1995), Lutes
(1997)). White noise excitation is a specific type of excitation that is convenient but
not often realistic. For non-white noise excitation Eq.3.11 must be solved numerically
in general. What’s more, given the large scale of the problems of interest here (hun-
dreds of thousands of degrees of freedom, or more) and the fact that Eq.3.11 must
be solved a large number of times at each iteration of the optimization, this rapidly
becomes intractable given present computational constraints.
In this chapter we will consider the earthquake stochastic ground motion, which is
characterized by a filtered white noise model, called the Kanai-Tajimi model. Physi-
cally, filtered white noise can be interpreted as passing a white noise process through
a linear system (filter) with frequency response function tuned to produce a response
with the desired power spectral density. The Kanai-Tajimi model has the following
form
SKTaa (ω) = S0
ω4g + (2ζgωgω)
2
(ω2g − ω2)2 + (2ζgωgω)2
(3.12)
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Where ωg, ζg, S0, σ0 are the natural circular frequency and damping ratio of the filter
(in this case the ground), the intensity of the input white noise excitation and the
variance of the excitation respectively.
3.2.2 State Space Formulation
To alleviate the computational expense associated with solving Eq.3.11. Eq.3.5 is
modified to make use of the augmented state space formulation based on the filtered
white noise model (Taflanidis and Scruggs (2010)).




where x(t) is the state vector (corresponding to augmentation of the original struc-
tural system states - displacement and velocities - together with ancillary states re-
lated to the filtered white noise system), w(t) is white noise input with spectral
intensity scalar equal to S0, l̃ is the new location indicator that extracts the dis-
placement component under investigation, A and e are the state-space matrix and
vector.
Next, we derive the expressions for the parameters in the above augmented state
space formulation. When ground excitation is considered the right hand side of Eq.3.5
is f(t) = −Mτag(t). Where τ = ⌊0 1 . . . . . . 0 1 ⌋ for y-direction ground motion for
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2d problems, is the influence vector ((Clough and Penzien, 1995)) and ag(t) represents
the ground acceleration. For the filter system, it can be modeled by a single degree
of freedom system as
üg(t) + 2ζgωgu̇g(t) + ω
2
gug(t) = −w(t) (3.16)
The output power spectral density function by passing w(t) with S0 through the
single degree of freedom system in Eq.3.16 will be equal to the Kanai-Tajimi power
spectral density function.
The state space representation of the structural system, described by the first
order differential equation, is shown as follows,




where xs ∈ R2N is the state vector composed with displacements and velocities of the
structural system. l̃s is the location indicator and it extracts the target displacement









In particular, when ground excitation is considered, we have
qs(t) = esag(t) (3.20)
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For the filter system, the state space representation is
ẋf (t) = Afxf (t) + efw(t) (3.22)
ag(t) = c
T
f xf (t) (3.23)
where ẋf (t) ∈ R2 is the state vector composed with displacements and velocities of













Combining Eq.3.18 and Eq.3.23 leads to the representation of the form Eqs. (12) and















After obtained the above parameters, we can solve Eq.3.15 for the covariance ma-
trice of x(t) and z(t). It is noted that the covariance matrix of x(t) can be computed
from the Lyapunov matrix equation (Khot et al. (1988), Taflanidis and Scruggs (2010)
and Curadelli and Amani (2014)) for a zero-mean stationary white noise random
process. Since we are dealing with large continuum topology optimization problems,
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solving the Lyapunov equation - which requires vectorization and Kronecker products
techniques - presents major computational challenges. The computational complexity
of this approach is O(n6).
Having reformulated the problem in the augmented state space, we can solve the
system in the frequency domain. In this formulation, the frequency response function
(related to Eq.3.15) has the form
H(ω) = (−A+ iωI)−1 (3.26)
The matrix inverse operation in Eq.3.26 requires substantial computational cost, so we
will use eigen decomposition to attenuate it. The eigenvalue problem of unsymmetric
real matrix A involves two basic equations, the right and left eigenvalue problems as
stated below,
(A− µiI)θi = 0 (3.27)
ψ∗i (A− µiI) = 0 (3.28)
θ∗iθj = δij (3.29)
ψ∗iθj = δij (3.30)
where where µi, θi, ψi are the i-th complex eigenvalue, right and left eigenvectors,
respectively, for modes i = 1, . . . , 2m ≤ 2N + 2. The size of eigenvalue problems
is much larger and equals 2N + 2. Making use of Eqs.3.30, Eq.3.30 can be further
simplified to
H(ω) = Θ(−µ+ iωI)−1Ψ∗ (3.31)
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where µ is a diagonal matrix and it stores the first 2m eigenvalues, the columns of Θ
and Ψ contains the corresponding right and left eigenvectors. In Eq.3.31, we can see
all terms in the parenthesis are indeed diagonal. The variance of the response can be
calculated (similar to Eq.3.11) as:










in which See is a matrix of size 2N + 2 by 2N + 2 and Seeij = 0, except that
See2N+2,2N+2 = 1 except that. Although higher dimension, the integral in Eq.3.32 can
be solved analytically using the method developed by Igusa (1992). It uses Stieltjes




















Thus no numerical integration scheme needs to be carried out, and it has been found
that the use of the above analytical result makes the algorithm very efficient. Another
advantage of this method is that it is capable of taking non-classical damping into
consideration, this by-product is of great interest for damping optimization. For
classically damped systems, the large complex eigenvalue problems (Eqs.3.30) need
not be solved in practice. Actually, the real and complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors
shown in Eqs.3.10 and Eqs.3.30 are closely related and is discussed next. Therefore the
computational cost from solving the eigenvalue problem is not substantially increased
compared to other methods when investigating classically damped problems.
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Due to the fact that the proposed augmented state space formulation is very
general and capable of dealing with non-classical damping, the computational effort
to treat non-classical damping is substantially increased compared to the classical
damping case, and especially the use of complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors may
further increase the complexity of the analysis. However, it has been found that when
the damping is classical, there is no need to perform additional eigenvalue analysis
for the augmented system.
Once the real eigenvalue problem is solved, we have λn, φn, natural circular fre-
quency ωn =
√
λn and the damping ratio ζn for n = 1, . . . , N . Then the corresponding
complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the structural system for n = 1, . . . , 2N , can
be computed as follows(Igusa (1992))
µ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
µ2n−1 = ωn(−ζn − i
√
1− ζ2n) if n = odd
µ2n = ωn(−ζn + i
√











⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ if n = even (3.37)
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⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ if n = even (3.39)
β =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
β2n−1 = (−(µ−12n−1)∗ω2n + µ∗2n−1)−1 if n = odd
β2n = (−(µ−12n )∗ω2n + µ∗2n)−1 if n = even
(3.40)
The normalizations of eigenvectors are shown as follows,
(θsn)
∗θsl = δnl (3.41)
(ψsn)
∗ψsl = δnl (3.42)
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the filtered system can be computed similarly
(Igusa (1992)). Regarding the whole system, the eigen-pairs can be combined and
only the first few of them are used in the stochastic analysis.
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3.3 Topology Optimization Formulation
The goal of topology optimization is to optimally distribute material within a
design domain. In the design of continuum structures discretized by finite element
method, this typically means to decide whether the elements exist or not. Although
existence problems are discrete in nature, by introducing relationships between stiff-
ness and the volumetric density of material ρ ranged from 0 to 1, we can relax this
problem and drive them to binary solutions using the popular SIMP method (Bendsøe
(1989); Zhou and Rozvany (1991)).








where Ke0 is the element stiffness for the unit design variable magnitude. The power
p in Eqs.3.46, called the penalization power, is introduced with a view to yield dis-
tinctive ”0-1” designes, and is normally gradually increased till a satisfactory ”0-1”
design is achieved. ρkmin = 0.00001 is the lower bound of the element density for the
stiffness matrix. For dynamic problems, an additional power q is often added to the
expression for the element mass matrix. The main reason to use that is to remove
localized modes, or alternatively called spurious modes. For instance, when the fun-
damental frequency is maximized, the use of penalization factor p higher than 1 is
more likely to generate fundamental vibration modes involving local void elements
only. This vibration mode is numerically produced when SIMP is used and is not
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realistic in practice. In this paper, the interpolation scheme used in Du and Olhoff














0 if ρe ≤ 0.1
(3.47)
By properly setting the value of c0, C
0 continuity is guaranteed, but C1 is not ensured.
But, the difference is negligible as discussed in Du and Olhoff (2007). The value of
q used in this work is equal to p + 1. ρmmin is set to 0.01, a value much higher than




min, so that the trivial design
with ρe = 0 everywhere is not optimal. The global stiffness and mass matrices are
assembled according to the standard routine.
The topology optimization formulation can now be stated as follows,








s.t. (A− µ2i I)θi = 0
η∗i (A− µ2i I) = 0
ρTe ve ≤ Vmax
0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ Ω (3.48)
The Heaviside projection method (Guest et al. (2004b)) is used to avoid the well-
known numerical instabilities of checkerboards and mesh dependency associated with
continuum topology optimization, and it also can control the minimum length scale.
This essentially expresses continuum design variables ρe as a closed-form function of
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independent design variables used in Guest et al. (2004b). For brevity, the details are
omitted here; however, the reader is refer to Guest et al. (2011b) for full algorithmic
details. Here, a constant Heaviside parameter of β = 25 is used.
To compute the sensitivity, we first substitute Eq.3.31 to Eq.3.32, yielding the









Applying the analytical integration result to Eq.3.49 gives the simplified expression,
σ2zz = 2S0l̃
T
Θ(Γ ·D)ΘT l̃ (3.50)
where D = Ψ∗SeeΨ = ψ̂
∗
ψ̂, ψ̂ denotes the last row (2N + 2-th row) of Ψ, and Γ is
the matrix form of Eqs. 3.33 and 3.34.
Sensitivity analysis of the objective function is carried out by computing the
























are the derivatives of the complex eigenvectors. The term ∂Γ
∂ρe
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3.4 Numerical Examples
The topology optimization process outlined in previous sections is applied here to
optimize continuum structures with stochastic support excitation. Specifically, given
a stationary support excitation described by the filtered white noise model in Eqs.
3.12 and 3.13, we aim to minimize the variance of a translational displacement at a
specific node subject to a volume constraint.
3.4.1 Cantilever Beam with Concentrated Mass on the Free
End
Figure 3.1: Design domain of a cantilever beam with a concentrated mass
As a first example, we consider the case with a concentrated mass at the middle
of the cross section on the free end of the cantilever beam shown in Fig.3.1. We
aim to minimize the variance of the vertical displacement at the node where the
concentrated mass is located. The rectangular design domain is 20m by 10m, and the
thickness is 1m. The material is isotropic with Youngs modulus E = 10000N/m2,
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Poissons ratio υ = 0.3 , and mass density ρmass = 1kg/m3. The concentrated mass is
equal to 10% of the total mass when the entire domain is full of solids. The design
domain is discretized by a rectangular mesh of 160 by 80, namely 12800 four-node
plain stress continuum elements. The damping ratio and natural circular frequency of
the filter system are ζg = 0.64 and ωg = 8rad/s respectively, and according to Eq.3.13
the corresponding the power spectral density of the filtered white noise process has
S0 = 0.019N
2/Hz. For the structural system, Rayleigh damping is considered and the
first and fourth damping ratios are assumed fixed at 5% regardless how the topology
changes. The total allowed volume is equal to 50% of the entire volume.
Referring to the analytical results from white noise support excitation (Clough
and Penzien (1995) and Lutes (1997)), it is observed the contribution to the variance
of each mode is proportional to the corresponding modal frequency raised to the -3
power. It is also observed that that high-frequency modes will generally contribute
much less to the response that will low-frequency modes. Thus, optimization for white
noise excitation is to some extent similar to maximizing the lowest natural frequency
(e.g. maximizing stiffness). This solution provides a convenient and intuitive basis
for comparison. In the following, we compare results from the proposed stochastic
optimization algorithm with results produced by maximizing the fundamental natural
frequency.
Fig.3.2a shows the optimized structure considering the prescribed filtered white
noise support excitation, and Fig.3.2b shows the corresponding structure optimized
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(a) σ2zz = 0.075m
2, ω1 = 1.74rad/s (b) σ
2
zz = 0.132m
2, ω1 = 2.22rad/s
Figure 3.2: Comparison of optimized results between (a) stochastic excitation and
(b) free vibration
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Optimization history for (a) stochastic optimization and (b) free vibration
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(a) First vibration mode for stochas-
tic support excitation
(b) First vibration mode for maxi-
mizing fundamental frequency
(c) Second vibration mode for
stochastic support excitation
(d) Second vibration mode for max-
imizing fundamental frequency
Figure 3.4: Vibration modes: (a) and (b) first and second modes for stochastic opti-
mization; (c) and (d) first and second modes for free vibration
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to maximize the lowest natural frequency. Figures 3.3a and 3.3b plot the optimization
history of the first two natural frequencies. It can be found that at the beginning of
the optimization process, the frequencies are increasing monotonically in Figure 3.3a,
which is in good agreement with Figure 3.3b. However, as the progress of the opti-
mization iteration, both frequencies are decreasing until convergent criterion is sat-
isfied. This basically tells us the optimal structure does not tend to be as stiff as
possible where it is true for the case of maximizing fundamental frequency shown in
Figure 3.3b.
In Figure 3.2a, we can observe four one-node hinges, which make this design rel-
atively flexible. From the first vibration mode (Figure 3.4a), we can see the main
structure is moving upward, while due to the local rotation of the one-node hinges,
the right part tends to move downward, thus the vertical displacement is mitigated.
In contrast, Figure 3.4b shows the entire cantilever beam is bending upward which
produces a larger vertical displacement. From the second mode plotted in Figure 3.4c,
it can be found that the local rotation of one-node hinges further amplifies the dis-
placement. But since the contribution of first mode is much higher than that from
second mode, we can say this amplification is not manifest in the total lateral dis-
placement. Figure 3.4d indicates there is no lateral displacement for the case shown
in Figure 3.2b. Although the solution shown in Figure 3.2a is not as stiff as that in
Figure 3.2b, we can see that the variance is indeed much lower.
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3.4.2 Cantilever Beam with Prescribed Solid Elements
Figure 3.5: Design domain of a cantilever beam with prescribed solid elements
In the second example, we consider the same structure with 6 layers of prescribed
solid elements on the top, bottom, and free end, respectively. The variance of the same
tip displacement is minimized considering the same volume constraint and support
excitation as the first numerical example. Results are again compared with optimiza-
tion to maximize the lowest natural frequency (i.e. maximum stiffness design). It has
(a) σ2zz = 0.035m
2, ω1 = 1.56rad/s (b) σ
2
zz = 0.143m
2, ω1 = 2.45rad/s
Figure 3.6: Comparison of optimized results between (a) stochastic excitation and
(b) free vibration
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been found that the natural frequencies of the two cases shown in Figure 3.6 are very
close.
Next, the effect of number of modes considered in calculating the variance is
investigated. The result is plotted in Figure 3.7. At the starting point, all cases
give almost the same prediction on the variance, which implies only the first 2 modes
in the augment state space formulation need to be considered when computing the
objective function. Whereas, as the optimization progress, all cases deviate from each
other due to the accuracy of their sensitivity analyses (Exact sensitivity is obtained if
all modes are considered). It can be found that when the number of modes is larger
than 10, the optimization process tends to converge.
Figure 3.7: Effect of number of modes
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3.4.3 Parametric Study on the Filter Design
In this section, we consider the effects of the filter parameters (filter frequency)
and (filter damping) on the optimized response. First, we consider different values of
ωg while keeping ζg unchanged. In the design optimization, 10 modes were considered
in all cases. The power spectral density is shown in Figure 3.8, and the optimization
results are shown in Figure 3.9. It should be noted that the form of the optimized
designs are independent of the excitation magnitude. Thus, while the excitation
power spectra in Figure 3.8 have significantly different variance, it is the shape of
the power spectrum that is important as the magnitude can be taken outside of the
integral meaning it only has the effect of scaling the response variance and will not
change the form of the response power spectrum. It is seen that for high ωg , the
Figure 3.8: Plot of power spectral density for different ωg
optimized structures look like similar. Whereas, for relatively low, e.g. ωg = 1rad/s ,
the optimization result tends to converge from the left side of the curve in Figure 3.8.
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(a) Optimized structure for ωg = 1
(ω1 = 1.73rad/s)
(b) Optimized structure for ωg = 8
(ω1 = 1.56rad/s)
(c) Optimized structure for ωg = 20
(ω1 = 1.56rad/s)
Figure 3.9: Optimization results for ωg = 1, 8 and 20 rad/s
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It is not able to climb the hill since for low , the slope of the curve near the peak is
significantly sharp. If the fundamental frequency in the initial design is on the right
side of the input power spectral density function, then it should look like Figure 3.9.
Then, we consider different values of ζg while keeping ωg = 8rad/s unchanged.
The power spectral density is shown in Figure 3.10, and the optimization results are
shown in Figure 3.11. It is seen that for low ζg , the natural frequency of the
Figure 3.10: Plot of power spectral density for different ζg
optimized structures in Figure 3.11a is the lowest. For relatively large , the natural
frequencies of the optimized structures shown in Figure 3.11 are very close, meaning
large ζg has little effect on the optimal solution.
3.5 Conclusions
Topology optimization of continuum structures for the minimization of the vari-
ance of displacement under stochastic filtered white noise excitation is investigated
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(a) Optimized structure for ζg = 0.2
(ω1 = 1.86rad/s)
(b) Optimized structure for ζg =
0.64 (ω1 = 1.56rad/s)
(c) Optimized structure for ζg = 0.8
(ω1 = 1.68rad/s)
Figure 3.11: Optimization results for ζg = 0.1, 0.64 and 0.80
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in this paper. The paper derives a computationally efficient means of conducting
the topology optimization that formulates the linear stochastic dynamics problem
using the augmented state space and solves the system in the frequency domain tak-
ing advantage of useful analytical expressions for the response variance computation
that save significant computational effort. The corresponding design sensitivities are
derived and challenges associated with computing complex eigenvalues and the asso-
ciated sensitivities are overcome. An additional benefit of the presented formulation
is that it can optimize structures with non-classical damping. Two numerical exam-
ples are presented that explore the differences between designing a cantilever beam
to mitigate stochastic dynamic effects and designing the same cantilever to maximize
stiffness (as is commonly done). In these examples, we further study the effect of the
number of eigenmodes used in the optimization and find that using 10-20 modes is
sufficient in our example and, more importantly, that designs identified from using
10-20 modes differ significantly from those that utilize only 2-4 modes. This high-
lights that the optimizer is able to make use of higher mode contributions to mitigate
vibrations. We also study the effects of the input excitation on the response and show
that the optimizer will identify different solutions for different excitations catering
the mode shapes of the optimal design to the frequency content of the excitation.
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Concluding Remarks and Future
Research
This thesis presents eigenvalue topology optimization under deterministic condi-
tions and also uncertainties. In the first part, a general eigenvalue topology optimiza-
tion problem was introduced. Then we reviewed the sensitivity analysis method for
real eigenvalues and eigenvectors and discussed numerical challenges and mitigation
strategies. However, in order to compute the correct multiple eigenvalues sensitivity,
more robust algorithms should be proposed to track the mode shapes.
Later in this part, we derived the sensitivities of complex eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors. Next, the proposed algorithm considering complex eigenvalue problems was
applied to maximize phononic band-gap structures. Interesting results have been
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found and the largest normalized all-angle all-mode band gaps reported in literature
was revealed. At the end of this part, we have formulated the topology optimization
formulation for non-deterministic eigenvalue optimization. Perturbation method was
used to derive the topology optimization formulation. Sensitivity analysis was also
performed.
In chapter 3, stochastic dynamic load is under consideration. In particular, earth-
quake ground motion was investigated. The problem was formulated in state space
and solved in frequency domain. Filtered white noise autospectral density has been
considered. However, more general form of autospectral density should be investi-
gated and it should not be limited to white noise and filtered white noise cases.
The design of reinforced concrete structures using strut-and-tie model was ad-
dressed in the last part of the thesis. A stress-dependent truss-continuum topology
optimization has been proposed. In addition, the constuctability of reinforcement
was also studied. Whereas, the construction cost per bar should be defined more
accurately, since a single long bar should have the same construction cost as the one
consists of a large number of short bars which currently has a much larger construction
cost.
Topology optimization as a form finding design tool is useful to give inspirations
in the preliminary design phase. Academically, the methodologies and solutions in
this work pave the way for the future implementation of topology optimization gov-
erned by complex eigenvalue problems. Furthermore, the optimization framework for
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stationary stochastic excitations provides a basic tool and reference for more sophisti-
cated problems, such as problems governed by non-stationary stochastic process. The
hybrid stress-dependent model can be used to optimize general composite materials.
Practically, with the derivation of complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors sensitivity,
topology optimization for non-classically damped structures can be implemented and
optimized. Also, the proposed stochastic topology optimization framework is very
general, and it can be applied to consider other types of stochastic dynamic loads
except for ground motions.
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It is common practice in reinforced concrete design to divide structural compo-
nents into two regions, one where plane sections remain plane and stresses linearly
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vary on a cross-section, often referred as B-regions, and the other where the strain
distribution is significantly nonlinear (e.g., near concentrated loads, corners, open-
ings, etc.) known as discontinuous-regions, or D-regions. A common approach to
designing B-regions is to assume the flow of forces can be represented as a truss. This
truss analogy, first proposed by Ritter (1899) and Morsch (1909), assumes that the
cracked concrete structure acts as a truss with top and bottom longitudinal chords
and an inclined web composed of concrete strut. D-regions, on the other hand, have
been designed using rules of thumb or past experience for many years. The landmark
paper by Jrg Schlaich and his colleagues at the University of Stuttgart Schlaich et al.
(1987) proposed generalizing the truss analogy, applying it in the form of strut-and-
tie-models (STM) to both B-regions and D-regions. STM is a general truss model
that consists concrete compression struts, steel tension ties, and joints. The use of
STMs provides a lower bound on the strength of the actual structure which has been
confirmed with plasticity theory (Marti, 1980). The option to design by STM exists
in most reinforced concrete design specifications. Selecting appropriate STM configu-
rations, however, can be difficult, as there are an infinite number of possibilities for a
STM. Once selected, conventional methods can be used to solve the STM, such as the
load path method (Marti, 1985). Another challenge is that the geometry and topol-
ogy (connectivity) of the STM is strictly related to a particular load configuration
and cannot be used for other loads without modification (Schlaich and Schafer, 1991).
Topology optimization, an approach that uses mathematical programming to optimize
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the layout of material within a design domain, offers a potential solution strategy;
it is gaining momentum in the structural engineering community, with several firms
using it to generate concepts for tall buildings (e.g. Baker et al. (2008); Stromberg
et al. (2011); Sarkisian et al. (2009)) and it has shown promise for automating the
identification of minimum strain energy STM. When using topology optimization, the
design problem is posed and solved as an optimization problem with the governing
mechanics embedded in the formulation. The optimization design variable is con-
structed to indicate material concentration at a given location. For example, element
cross-sectional areas are typically used as the design variables in optimization of truss
structures, while material volume fraction is used in topology optimization of con-
tinuum structures. The constitutive tensor of the material is then design dependent,
and expressed as a function of the design variables. Sensitivity analysis accounts for
this relation and is used to guide design decisions by the optimizer. In this work, the
optimization objective is to design a STM with minimum internal strain energy (max-
imum stiffness) for the given load and domain (this problem is often referred to as
minimum compliance design in literature). This design objective is widely supported,
including by Schlaich et al. (1987) who stated that an effective model is one that
represents a minimum energy distribution through the D-regions, numerical results
obtained by Ali and White (2001) who demonstrated with nonlinear finite element
modeling to collapse ultimate strength increases as truss stiffness increases, and ex-
perimental results obtained by Kuchma et al. (2008). An example from Moen and
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Guest (2010), given in Fig.A.1, is used to illustrate how topology optimization can be
used to visualize force paths and to develop strut-and-tie models. The STM, based on
the traditional method, is developed for a reinforced concrete deep beam in Fig.A.1a
and superposed over experimental results from Nagarajan and Pillai (2008a). The
dashed black lines indicate compression struts of the STM, and the red solid lines the
tension ties and subsequently the designed locations of steel reinforcement placement.
In this STM, the steel reinforcement is orthogonal to cracks at midspan, but loses
efficiency near the supports where cracks are diagonal. Fig.A.1b shows an alternative
STM developed by minimum compliance topology optimization using truss elements.
The result here shows that the optimizer places steel orthogonal to the compression
struts, creating a steel reinforcement layout that is horizontal at midspan but angled
away from midspan, bridging cracks orthogonally and thus more efficiently.
Several works have proposed using the truss topology optimization approach to
design STM (Ali and White, 2000; Ali, 1998; Ali and White, 2001; Biondini et al.,
1999, 2001; Kumar, 1978; Moen and Guest, 2010). The approach begins by densely
meshing the design domain with truss elements, creating what is termed a ground
structure that essentially defines all candidate load paths. Topology optimization is
then used to determine the cross-sectional areas of the elements. Elements whose ar-
eas approach zero are deemed inefficient and removed from the mesh. An advantage
of using truss topology optimization is that steel ties are guaranteed to be straight
and can be sized based on axial forces directly output from the STM. Optimal layouts
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Figure A.1: Compare (a) traditional STM and (b) minimum compliance STM de-
rived with topology optimization. Black dashed lines represent compression carried
by the concrete, red solid lines represent tension carried by the reinforcing steel. Ex-
perimental results provided in the background are taken from Nagarajan and Pillai
(2008a).
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can also be made practical by limiting complexity in the initial ground structure (see
e.g., Gaynor et al. (2012)). Solutions are dependent on the initial ground structure
and thus simpler ground structures may lead to simpler topologies, but at the cost
of material efficiency. One must therefore balance material and labor cost in select-
ing the most appropriate STM. Continuum, or free-form, topology optimization has
also been used to optimize STM(Bruggi, 2009, 2010; Guan, 2005; Guan and Doh,
2007; Kim and Baker, 2002, 2001; Kwak and Noh, 2006; Lee et al., 2007; Leu et al.,
2006; Liang, 2005, 2006; Nagarajan and Pillai, 2008b). In this approach, the design
domain is discretized with finite elements, typically four node quadrilaterals in two
dimensions, and the volume fraction of elements serve as the design variables. A
volume fraction of zero indicates the element is not part of the STM model, or is
non-load carrying concrete. A volume fraction of one indicates the element is part of
the STM, or is load carrying, with principal stresses indicating whether the element
is part of a compression or tension member. One of the disadvantages of this method
is that tension regions are not defined as discrete bars, requiring post-processing of
the continuum results to produce truss representations to size steel reinforcement.
Design complexity is also more difficult to control directly. Inclined reinforcing steel,
for example, can not be controlled, though general complexity can be influenced by
controlling member length scales (see discussions in Gaynor et al. (2012); Moen and
Guest (2010)). The advantage of continuum topology optimization is that material
can be added or removed from any point in the design domain, meaning the optimizer
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dictates locations of joints and connectivity thereby eliminating dependence on the
mesh. The vast majority of the aforementioned topology optimization works assume
linear elastic, isotropic (for continuum) constitutive equations and equivalent elastic
moduli for steel reinforcement and concrete. Exceptions to this include Bogomolny
and Amir (2012) who used nonlinear material-dependent elastoplastic models with
the goal of enhancing performance at ultimate limit state. Luo and Kang (2013)
developed a two-material topology optimization scheme with considering concrete
compressive strength constraint and the volume constraint of steel. Another recent
strategy has involved using continuum meshes embedded with truss elements. The
truss elements are meant to represent steel reinforcement and, as truss elements,
are placed in straight segments with topological complexity controllable with initial
ground structure selection, aiding construction. Axial forces are also directly output
from the model, enabling steel sizing. The continuum mesh is meant to represent
the concrete compression load paths. Topological complexity is not an issue in com-
pression load paths as they are simply idealized subdomains of the larger concrete
design domain, and thus are not explicitly constructed. This idea was implemented
in Gaynor et al. (2012) using stress-dependent, bilinear elastic moduli with magni-
tudes constructed to require tension to be carried by the steel truss elements and
compression by the concrete continuum elements. Specifically, the tension modulus
of the truss elements was set to the modulus of steel and the compression modu-
lus to zero. For the continuum elements, the compression modulus was set to the
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modulus of concrete and the tension modulus to a very small magnitude, and these
were related through an orthotropic constitutive relation proposed by Darwin and
Pecknold (1977). This model was shown to produce load direction dependent STM.
Perhaps more importantly, it was shown to properly identify and reinforce regions of
load spreading that cause the formation of minor principal stresses that are tensile
(for example, transverse reinforcement in a column). We note the work of Amir and
Sigmund (2013) also used truss elements embedded in continuum, but focused instead
on improving ultimate strength using material-dependent, continuum damage mod-
els with strain-softening to guide placement of steel reinforcement. While these more
sophisticated topology optimization methods and constitutive relations continue to
show promise in STM design, they have been limited to two-dimensional structural
domains. Only a few papers have investigated generating three-dimensional STM
with topology optimization, and the majority of these have assumed linear elastic
behavior (e.g., Bruggi (2009); Guest and Moen (2010); Leu et al. (2006)) with only
Amir and Sigmund (2013) considering nonlinearity. It is the goal of this work to
create a new three-dimensional automated tool for visualizing the flow of forces in
reinforced concrete structural members and for designing optimized STM. In partic-
ular, the truss-continuum hybrid model initially developed in Gaynor et al. (2012)
is generalized to account for more complex 3D stress states based on the bilinear
stress dependent materials theory. As in the original 2D work, this approach will
be shown to identify and reinforce regions of tensile minor principal stresses. A fea-
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ture that is missed in conventional STM and those found with linear elastic topology
optimization.
A.2 Hybrid Truss-Continuum Topology
Optimization and Stress-Dependent
Constitutive Relations
The hybrid truss-continuum approach attempts to leverage the advantages of both
truss and continuum topology optimization. That is steel truss ties are placed in
straight segments, with complexity directly influenced by the ground structure se-
lected by the designer, and with axial forces directly output from the model for re-
inforcement sizing. This is in contrast to the concrete continuum compression paths,
which are free to take any shape or inclination and need not be post-processed for
sizing, as these paths are subdomains of the concrete structure and are not explicitly
constructed.
The hybrid concept requires that tensile stresses be carried by the truss elements
and compressive stresses carried by the continuum. This is achieved using bilinear
(stress dependent) elastic moduli for the truss and continuum elements. Although
isotropy is typically assumed for the continuum material, it was shown in Gaynor et al.
(2012) that the major principal stresses govern the stiffness assignment to an element,
and that this may consequently misrepresent regions where the major and minor
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principal stresses are different directions. This is particularly problematic for STM
when the major principal stresses are compressive and the minor principal stresses are
tensile, as the optimizer would not place reinforcement to carry these tensile stresses.
This was corrected in Gaynor et al. (2012) using a square symmetric constitutive
relation with rotation dependence, and is extended here to three dimensions using
an orthotropic material model. The hybrid mesh and orthotropic stress-dependent
models are described below.
A.2.1 Hybrid Truss-Continuum Domain Discretization
As stated in the introduction, truss topology optimization typically begins with
a densely meshed domain, referred to as ground structure (e.g., A.2), and the cross-
sectional areas of the truss elements are then optimized. Low area elements are then
removed from the ground structure as inefficient and elements remaining represent the
STM. In continuum topology optimization, the design domain is discretized with finite
elements and the optimizer is tasked with determining the volume fraction within each
element, with volume fractions of zero and one indicating void and solid elements,
respectively. The connectivity of the solid elements then represents the STM, with
the major principal stresses indicated whether the member is a compression strut or
tension tie.
For the hybrid truss-continuum approach, we simply combine the two discretiza-
tions onto a mesh of shared nodes. A.2c illustrates this idea for a very simple domain
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meshed with 27 continuum elements and 28 truss elements. The truss and continuum
elements are connected, and therefore transfer forces, wherever they share a node.
In A.2c, the meshes are connected at every fourth node of the continuum mesh. In
general, the truss domain is meshed more coarsely than the continuum domain to pre-
vent excessive complexity of the steel reinforcing network (see Gaynor et al. (2012)
for additional discussion).
A.2.2 Bilinear Material Model
In order to direct tensile forces to the steel and compression forces to the concrete,
the approach taken here is to use negligible tensile stiffness for the concrete, and neg-
ligible compressive stiffness for the steel. We note this will prevent the appearance
of compression steel, but this is consistent with the STM approach. A key challenge
in such an approach is that the elastic moduli are not only nonlinear (bilinear), but
that the continuum concrete models are dependent on the relative orientation of the
principal stresses, adding a rotation dependency. In 2D, Gaynor et al. (2012) pro-
posed a novel idea to capture this effect by using a 2D orthotropic material model
originally proposed by Darwin and Pecknold (1977). It can be seen that this model
is actually a special case of the generalized 3D bilinear material model proposed by
Ambartsumyan and Khachatryan (1966) with some specific requirements that shear
modulus is independent of axis orientation. Ambartsumyan and Khachatryan (1966)
assumed Youngs modulus and Poissons ratio are Et and νt, respectively, when the
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Figure A.2: Example of truss, continuum, and hybrid mesh schemes
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corresponding principal stress is in tension along certain direction; and that Youngs
modulus and Poissons ratio are Ec and νc, respectively, when the corresponding prin-
cipal stress is in compression along certain direction, but ignores shear modulus. Liu
and Meng (2002) discussed the influence of shear modulus on the convergence of nu-
merical calculations and showed that the solution is not stable without considering
shear modulus. Mathematically, the improved constitutive equation can be shown as
follows (Liu and Meng (2002)):
εp = aσp = d
−1σp (A.1)
where εp = ⌊εp1, εp2, εp3, 0, 0, 0⌋T and σp = ⌊σp1, σp2, σp3, 0, 0, 0⌋T denote the complete
stress and strain vectors in the principal stress coordinate system, respectively. Ten-
sors a and d are the flexibility tensor and constitutive tensor, respectively. In order
to determine the constitutive tensor, the flexibility tensor a needs to be computed
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firstly corresponding to principal stresses as follows:




(i = 1, 2, 3), aik = −
νt
Et
(i, k = 1, 2, 3, i ̸= k),




(i = 1, 2, 3), aik = −
νc
Ec
(i, k = 1, 2, 3, i ̸= k),
(iii) if σp1 > 0, σp2 > 0, σp3 < 0;










a13 = a23 = −
νc
Ec




, a22 = a33 =
1
Et








By assuming normal stresses and shear stresses are decoupled, the coefficients associ-
ated with three principle stresses in the constitutive tensor then can be obtained by
inverting corresponding coefficients in the flexibility tensor a. The shear coefficients
d44 , d55 , and d66 can be obtained without knowing a44 , a55 ,and a66 and computed
by assuming the following
d44 = d55 = d66 =
ηEt + (1− η)Ec
2η(1 + νt) + 2(1− η)(1 + νc)
(A.3)
where η is equal to the ratio of the sum of positive principal stresses and the sum of
absolute value of all principal stresses, thus 0 ≤ η ≤ 1. Then the constitutive tensor
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in global coordinate system, denoted as D , can be obtained as follows:

















3 l3m3 m3n3 n3l3
2l1l2 2m1m2 2n1n2 l1m2 + l2m1 m1n2 +m2n1 n1l2 + n2l1
2l2l3 2m2m3 2n2n3 l2m3 + l3m2 m2n3 +m3n2 n2l3 + n3l2
2l3l1 2m3m1 2n3n1 l3m1 + l1m3 m3n1 +m1n3 n3l1 + n1l3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.5)
where L is the transformation matrix and li , mi and ni are the direction cosines
of the i-th principal stress to global x−, y−, and z−directions, respectively. The
stiffness matrix is then formulated in the standard manner.
The elastic properties for concrete and steel used herein are illustrated in Fig.A.3.
Youngs moduli for the concrete are assumed 24.9 GPa (3600 ksi) in compression and
2.0 GPa (290 ksi) in tension, while moduli for the steel are assumed 200 GPa (29000
ksi) in tension and zero in compression. We emphasize that these moduli are chosen
to focus tensile forces in the steel and compressive forces in the concrete, consistent
with STM methodology. It is also noted that the tensile stiffness of the concrete is
negligible but nonzero to prevent singularities in the global stiffness matrix.
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Figure A.3: Stress-strain relationship for continuum concrete and truss steel models
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A.2.3 Finite Element Solution Scheme
Since the constitutive tensor is a function of the stress state of a point, which is not
known in advance, it is necessary to use an iterative solution strategy. As the moduli
are bilinear, load stepping is not required. More simply a direct iterative method is
used where the constitutive tensor for each element is adjusted and element stiffness
re-computed based on the computed principal stresses in the previous FE iteration.
A.3 Problem Formulation and Solution
Algorithm
A.3.1 Hybrid Topology Optimization Formulation
The minimum compliance design problem is to minimize external work (maximize
stiffness) of the system using a maximum allowable volume V0 of load-carrying mate-
rial (material in the STM). This is expressed formally for the hybrid, stress-dependent
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0 ≤ ρec ≤ 1, ∀e ∈ Ωc
0 ≤ ρtt, ∀e ∈ Ωt (A.6)
where F are the applied nodal loads, u are the nodal displacements, ρc are the design
variables representing the volume fraction of the continuum concrete elements and ρt
the design variables representing the cross-sectional areas for the steel truss elements.
The variable vec denotes the element volume for continuum and v
e
t the element length
for the truss elements. Note that the truss and continuum members pull from the
same total volume, allowing steel and concrete to be used as necessary to maximize
system stiffness. The global stiffness matrixK is assembled in the usual manner from
the continuum and truss elemental stiffness matrices Kec and K
e
t ,respectively, which
are functions of the continuum element stress tensors σc and truss element axial
stresses σt , respectively, as previously discussed. Specifically, the global stiffness
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t ) are the element stiffness matrices for unit design variable
magnitude for the concrete and reinforcing steel, respectively. These two matrices are
functions of stress and thus have to be determined iteratively in each optimization
iteration. The variable ρemin is equal to a small positive number to maintain positive
definiteness of the global stiffness matrix. Using the exponent pc = 3 in Eq. (A.8) is
a standard approach in topology optimization known as the Solid Isotropic Material
with Penalization (SIMP) method (Bendsøe, 1989). This approach essentially reduces
the stiffness of elements whose volume fractions are between zero and one, thereby
making them uneconomical and driving the optimizer to select or for each element,
indicating non-load carrying and (compression) load carrying concrete, respectively.
A.3.2 Implementation
As previously discussed, the equilibrium conditions are governed by a nonlinear
material model and thus require iterative analysis. However, load-stepping is not
required due to the fact that the material is bilinear elastic, meaning they are not
load-magnitude dependent. The analysis is initialized by assuming all truss elements
have Et = 200GPa and that the continuum is isotropic with Ec = 24.9GPa (or equiv-
alently that all principle stresses are assumed compressive). Nodal displacements and
element principal stresses are then computed and the constitutive tensors are up-
dated according to Eq. (A.2) and element stiffness matrices according to Eqs. (A.8)
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and (A.8). The analysis is repeated and constitutive tensors updated until conver-
gence in displacements is satisfied. The convergence criterion used herein is defined
as ∥ui−ui−1∥/∥ui−1∥ ≤ ε , where ε is a very small positive number (e.g. 10−6 ). Al-
though oscillations were not observed in the two-dimensional stress-dependent work
of Gaynor et al. (2012) and Liu and Qiao (2011), oscillations in the sign of the minor
principal stresses were detected when solving the three-dimensional problems con-
sidered herein. However, these oscillations occurred in the void (non-load carrying)
elements, whose stiffness is negligible but required to be nonzero in order to maintain
positive definiteness of the global stiffness matrix. As they have no detectable effect
on the optimized STM, the convergence check was limited to the deflection degrees
of freedom associated with non-void elements, a similar strategy as was used by Buhl
et al. (2000) for topology optimization under large deflections. Finally, we note sensi-
tivities are computed using the converged results. This implementation is illustrated
by the flow chart in Fig.A.4.
A.4 Hybrid Stress-Dependent Topology
Optimization Results
Four examples are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid
topology optimization algorithm. The first example is used to clearly illustrate that
the proposed algorithm is capable of capturing transverse tensile stresses that occur
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1. Topology Optimization for RC
2. Set = 0, solve K = 	for 
assuming isotropic material properties 
for both truss and continuum elements. 
3. Compute principal stresses and determine 
the constitutive matrix for each element, 
assemble K and solve K = 	for	 , 
4. Check convergence|| − ||/|| || ≤ , 
or ≥ max iteration
5. Compute sensitivities and 
update variables and 





1. Initialize design variables and 
Stop
Figure A.4: Flow chart of the topology optimization scheme
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due to load spreading. The algorithm is then used to design the STM for a pile cap,
hammerhead bridge pier, and anchorage zone of an externally prestressed concrete
structure. All examples use 8-node brick elements for the continuum, assume an
initial guess of uniformly distributed material, and use a unit load for all concentrated
applied loads unless otherwise mentioned.
A.4.1 Concrete Block
The first example is the concrete block shown in Fig.A.5, essentially a 3D version
of the problem studied in Gaynor et al. (2012). The column has a square cross section
with height to width ratio of 3. The column is subjected to a compressive force acting
over a square domain comprising the center 16% of the top surface. The magnitude
of volume constraint is equal to 50% of the total volume. This structure is meant
to represent the anchorage zone of a prestressed beam or a column. Figs.figs. A.5b
and A.5c contain the optimal topologies found using linear elastic continuum-only
and truss-only topology optimization models, respectively. As discussed in previous
work Gaynor et al. (2012), these STM models indicate compressive load paths only,
thus suggesting reinforcing steel is not required. However, though the major principal
stresses are compressive, the minor principal stresses in the region under the applied
load are tensile due to the force spreading effect. The solution found using the pro-
posed stress dependent truss-continuum approach is shown in Figs.figs. A.5d and A.5e
These figures clearly illustrate that the hybrid approach captures these tensile stresses
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and places horizontal steel members to carry the tension. Not surprisingly, the verti-
cal distance that reinforcing steel is required is approximately equal to the width of
the compression block.
(a) Design domain (b) Optimized model using linear elastic 
continuum elements only 
(c) Optimized model using linear elastic 
truss elements only 
(d) Optimized model using hybrid 
topology optimization 
(e) Cutaway view of hybrid solution (d) (f) Details of reinforcement at the top of 
(e) 
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Figure A.5: Topology optimized solutions for the concrete block design example (a).
Traditional solutions (b,c) indicate only compressive load paths, while the hybrid
model correctly
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A.4.2 Pile Cap
A pile cap, whose function is to transfer load from a column to piles, is shown in
Fig.A.6a. A STM found using continuum topology optimization with linear elastic
material model is shown in Fig.A.6b. One of the challenges with this solution is the
tension zone on the bottom of the domain is essentially a plate. One would then need
to post-process this design to create a rebar layout that mimics this plate system.
One could also adjust the parameters, such as use smaller volume fraction or impose
a maximum length scale on the plate (Guest, 2009a), but ultimately the continuum
algorithm is free to design any shaped tension path. In contrast, the optimized STM
using the stress dependent truss-continuum approach is shown in Fig.A.7. The volume
constraint is set to 0.1. It can been seen that compression is focused into four primary
load paths (Fig.A.7b) connecting each pile to the load, and this is optimally balanced
with a discrete tension system of rebar that includes inclined members that connect
to a central tension system plane near the bottom of the domain (Fig.A.7c).
A.4.3 Hammerhead Pier
Fig.A.8a shows a hammerhead bridge pier loaded with eight vertical concentrated
forces from deck girders. Exploiting the symmetry, only a quarter of the pier is
modeled. 5% of the total volume (truss and continuum together) is used as the
volume constraint. Fig.A.8b shows the optimal STM found using the proposed hybrid
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(a) Pile cap design domain (b) Linear elastic continuum solution 
 
 
(a) Pile cap design domain (b) Linear elastic continuum solution 
Figure A.6: Pile cap design domain and linear elastic continuum solution
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(a) Optimized STM (b) Optimized compression (concrete) load paths 
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(a) Optimized STM (b) Optimized compression (concrete) load paths 
 
(c) Optimized tension (steel) load paths  
 
Figure A.7: Topology optimized solutions for the pile cap example
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topology optimization approach, with load-carrying concrete highlighted in Fig.A.8c
and steel rebar in Fig.A.8d. It is clear the optimizer has designed horizontal tension
ties near the top surface of the pier with inclined reinforcement to balance the inclined
compression paths as the load move towards the central core of the pier.
A.4.4 Anchorage Zone of an Externally Prestressed
concrete beam
The anchorage zone of an externally prestressed concrete beam is a typical discon-
tinuous region. In order to transfer the external prestressing force to the entire beam,
solid concrete diaphragms are added to the ends. Due to the symmetry, half of the
structure, shown in Fig.A.9, is optimized. This design is discretized by 6,000 8-node
brick elements and 20,000 truss elements. The volume constraint is equal to 5% of
the total volume. The external load is transferred from the point of load applica-
tion to the beam according to the compression load paths shown in Fig.Figures A.9b
and A.9d. Primary tension load paths, shown in Fig.A.9c, are located near the ap-
plied load and on the back face of the anchorage zone. These results are consistent
with design practice that places splitting reinforcement on both anchorage faces. The
advantage of the topology optimization solution is that the rebar size, spacing, and
orientation is automatically identified instead of asking an engineer to use their judg-
ment in performing complex 3D STM calculations. In the anchorage concrete block,
inclined truss elements with small areas are needed to carry tension as the anchorage
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(a) Hammerhead pier design domain (b) Optimized STM 
 
(c) Optimized compression (concrete) load paths   (d) Optimized tension (steel) load paths 
 
  
(a) Hammerhead pier design domain (b) Optimized STM 
 
(c) Optimized compression (concrete) load paths   (d) Optimized tension (steel) load paths 
 
 
Figure A.8: Topology optimized solutions for the hammerhead pier example
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(a) Hammerhead pier design domain (b) Optimized STM 
 




(a) Hammerhead pier design domain (b) Optimized STM 
 
(c) Optimized compression (concrete) load paths   (d) Optimized tension (steel) load paths 
 
 
Figure A.8: Topology optimized solutions for the hammerhead pier example
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force spreads into the beam top flange.
A.5 Optimizing Reinforcement Layout in
Concrete Design Considering
Constructability
Although design complexity can be controlled through selection of the truss ground
structure , placement cost of reinforcing steel has not been investigated. The presence
of inclined reinforcing steel, for example, may increase labor costs and perhaps total
costs of a system, over a simpler design of horizontal bars that is less efficient and thus
uses more steel. Thus, considering construction cost is crucial to make the optimized
results practical. Recently, Asadpoure et al. (2015) addressed a similar problem in
the design of truss structures by adding a per-element unit cost to the material cost
function. This cost was meant to represent the cost of placing a truss member into
the structural system and the labor cost of making two connections. The approach
is adapted here to the hybrid topology optimization approach and used to penalize,
through cost, complex reinforcing patterns.
The minimum compliance (maximum stiffness) optimization problem we proposed
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a) Design domain (b) Optimal compression load paths 
 




Local zone and spalling 
reinforcement on anchorage 
face 





a) Design domain (b) Optimal compression load paths 
 




Local zone and spalling 
reinforcement on anchorage 
face 
General zone splitting 
reinforcement at diaphragm-
beam transition Figure A.9: Topology optimized solutions for the prestressed beam example
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a) Design domain (b) Optimal compression load paths 
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a) Design domain (b) Optimal compression load paths 
 




Local zone and spalling 
reinforcement on anchorage 
face 
General zone splitting 
reinforcement at diaphragm-
beam transition 
Figure A.9: Topology optimized solutions for the prestressed beam example
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e(ρet ) ≤ TC
He(ρet ) = 1− e−β(ρ
e
t ) + (ρet )e
−β
0 ≤ ρec ≤ 1, ∀e ∈ Ωc
0 ≤ ρtt, ∀e ∈ Ωt (A.10)
where the second constraint is the total cost TC constraint, composed of the material



















where αec and α
e
t represent material cost per unit volume for concrete and steel,
respectively. The construction cost, recently proposed in Asadpoure et al. (2015) to








where the function H represents the Heaviside step function such that any truss
element with cross-sectonal area greater than zero counts as an element that must
be constructed, or placed. Note that only the truss (steel) elements appear in this
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function as the continuum elements represent the concrete domain. The variable
αef denotes the construction cost of placing the element e. In truss structures, for
example, it represented the labor cost of member placement (including crane time)
and making two connections, one at each end of the member. The magnitude of the
element construction cost is ultimately dictated by the local market and construction
methods, but our goal herein is to show how the magnitude of this cost term can be
used to influence the constructability of rebar schedules.
As the step function H is discrete, it must be regularized for use with gradient-
based optimizers. We use the regularization function discussed in Asadpoure et al.
(2015), originally proposed by Guest et al. (2004a) for projection methods in contin-
uum topology optimization, given as follows:
He(ρet ) = 1− e−β(ρ
e
t ) + (ρet )e
−β (A.13)
where β is a regularization parameter that dictates how aggressively the step func-
tion approximated (Guest et al., 2011a), set to 10 in this section. Note that using
this expression, if a steel truss member achieves a non-zero cross-sectional area, this
function yields a magnitude of one, which imposes the elements unit cost on the total
cost function.




f = 0 , this total cost constraint is equivalent
to the simple volume constraint used in Yang et al. (2013). For the sake of comparing
the material and construction costs and showing the effect of the latter on simplifying
the optimized placement of reinforcing steel, αec and α
e
s are set fixed and equal to unit.
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Thus changing the value of will change the ratio of construction and material cost.
We want to emphasize that the values of these parameters can be determined based
on actual cost of concrete and steel, and local labor costs of placing steel bars.
The first numerical example is the benchmark simply-supported beam problem
loaded at midspan, as shown in Fig.A.10a. A traditional STM is shown in Fig.A.10b
along with a topology-optimized solution considering only material cost, without con-
struction cost, in Fig.A.10c. It is well-known that minimum strain energy topologies
will mimic the principal stress trajectories, and so we have enabled a fine structural
topology to closely approximate this and emphasize the difference when considering
constructability. Of course simpler topologies could be achieved by altering the ini-
tial ground structure (see Gaynor et al. (2012) for a discussion on this). Fig.A.10d
displays the solution when significantly increasing the unit labor cost to unit material
cost ratio. The topology clearly contains fewer bars and is a significantly simpler
topology that would be easier (and cheaper) to construct. These bars, however, have
significantly larger cross-sectional area, leading to a much larger total material cost
than those found Fig.A.10c. The solution in Fig.A.10e was found by assigning a high
cost to the use of inclined rebar relative to the cost of horizontal and vertical rebar.
This led the algorithm to avoid using inclined rebar, despite there extreme structural
efficiency for this design example. Note that two inclined bars did appear in the final
topology, as the cost was not high enough to overcome their structural efficiency and
corresponding material cost savings.
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Figure A.10: Topology optimization of STM considering construction cost; (a) Design
domain, (b) A traditional STM, (c) Optimized STM without considering construction
cost(αec = α
e
s = 1 and α
e
f = 0), (d) Optimized STM considering construction cost
αec = α
e
s = 1 and α
e
f = 2 for all steel reinforcement, (e) Optimized STM considering
construction cost αec = α
e
s = 1 and α
e
f = 2 for inclined rebar, α
e
f = 0.5 for all others
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Another benchmark example is a deep beam with cutouts as shown in Fig.A.11a.
A traditional STMwith horizontal and vertical steel ties only is illustrated in Fig.A.11b.
Fig.A.11c gives a topology-optimized solution considering only material cost. It has
been seen that it consists of a large number of steel rebar, which makes the proposed
STM less practical. In Fig.A.11d, the result accounting for both material and con-
struction costs has a much simpler STM. In Fig.A.11e, a different STM which has
less inclined steel reinforcement is obtained by increasing the construction cost of
these steel rebar. While these results should be considered preliminary, they show
the potential of incorporating labor cost into STM optimization. Of course one of the
key challenges is properly quantifying labor costs, which are highly driven by local
markets. In this work, however, we simply express these costs as a ratio to material
costs to illustrate the idea and explore the tradeoffs between material and constriction
costs.
A.6 Conclusions
Topology optimization has recently been shown as an effective design tool for vi-
sualizing the flow of forces in concrete and producing efficient STM. This paper uses
a hybrid truss-continuum model, following the idea of Gaynor et al. (2012), to focus
tensile forces in the steel (truss) and compressive forces in the concrete (continuum).
The work is extended herein to generalized concrete material constitutive equations
to account for more complex three-dimensional stress states and domains. Key ad-
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Figure A.11: Topology optimization of STM considering construction cost; (a) Design
domain, (b) A traditional STM, (c) Optimized STM without considering construction
cost(αec = α
e
s = 1 and α
e
f = 0), (d) Optimized STM considering construction cost α
e
c =
αes = 1 and α
e





and αef = 2 for inclined rebar, α
e
f = 0.5 for all others
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vantages of the approach are that (i) the steel rebar is modeled by truss elements
which directly determine the locations and, after a linear scaling based on the yield
stress of the steel, the amount of reinforcing steel required, (ii) design complexity can
be controlled through selection of the truss ground structure, and (iii) the bilinear hy-
brid model successfully captures tensile stresses that develop due to force spreading,
an effect missed by linear elastic approaches.
More fundamentally, the approach offers the ability to focus compressive and
tensile forces into specific structural elements, allowing treatment of other systems
composed of stress-dependent constituents, such as cables and composites. Extension
to nonlinear properties, such as optimizing for strength (Amir and Sigmund, 2013;
Bogomolny and Amir, 2012) or ductility using compressive steel, may also be possible
through this approach. There are also very practical functions still left to be treated
formally by the optimization algorithm, such as incorporating constructability mea-
surements into the optimization algorithm and accounting for detailing requirements.
While traditional topology optimization approaches consider only material cost,
this work proposes including construction cost, which is also of great importance, into
the topology optimization of STM. Following the work of Asadpoure et al. (2015),
construction cost is estimated as a unit cost associated with placing a rebar element,
with different elements potentially having different unit costs depending on their ge-
ometry and position. Although this is a simple cost model, results clearly illustrate
that the complexity of STM can be influenced through this construction cost algo-
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